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LEND YOUR MONEY TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
INTERESTING LETTERS
FROM BOYS IN FRANCE
\vere two ladies and an ensign dressed
in white, a son of the woman who in
vited us. The woman who invited us
was Mrs. Fawlks, a widow of a direct
descendent of the Guy Fawlks ,of the
Paris, September— , famous Gunpowder Plot and the other
Charles W. Hogan, of Monticello. |woman was a Lady Floyd, and can you
Mitlr.e. hao been assigned by the Bur , Imagine me having afternoon tea with
e g . o, Finance and Accounts of the,these people and it sure was great
American Red Cross in France to Jand I told them about you Dad and
which he is attached to act as its dis-, the kiddoes and in leaving they
buraing officer in the department of Promised to write ns and send us
the Loire in central France. This de- things if possible, then they showed
pnrtment or administrative district is us all over the estate. I certainly

J. DAL LUTHER’S FAREWELL AUTUMN FASHION SHOW
j
AT THE DREAM THEATRE
AT DREAM THEATRE1
Mr. Luther's farewell at the Dream
Theatre last Thursday was a tine tribute to his popularity and was attended by crowds that completely packed
the house at all performances.
At both evening performances Mr,

The management of the Dream j
Theatre has perfected plans for the j
biggest event of the season which will j
take place Friday evening, Oct. 4. !
when in cooperation with the leading j
merchants of the town, will hold an!

BUY BONDS THE WAY THE
BOYS IN FRANCE FIGI

The local Liberty Bond Drive under he transported to France In spite of
Luther received a regular ovation up- autumn Fashion Show in connection j
the direction of Hon. Leonard A. the German submarines. In France it
on his appearance, and answered en- with their regular performance of
Pierce is now on, under full swing.
self the United States had to make
core after encore with vocal selec- ( that date.
(
A meeting of the Committee was ready for them. There were no avail
tions, his audience seeming to demand
This event is something that women :
held on Monday evening and all ar able seaports. Adequate ports had to
all that he had in the way of enter- in this vicinity cannot afford to miss
rangements were made for covering be created. Harbors were dredged,
tainment, and during his appearance at this time many distinguished Fall
Houton, so that when the solicitor piers were built and equipped with all
he was presented with beautiful floral models in Dresses, Suits, Coats and
calls, everyone should receive them the latest devices for discharging car
tributes.
Millinery will he shown on living
with a smile and subscribe to the goes. Vast storehouses were con
His short engagement at the Dream models.
limit.
structed. Railroads were built and
Theatre has been one continual sueIn connection with this show an
Houlton raised in the Third Liberty cars and locomotives sent from the
cess, a matter most gratifying to the orchestra will be in attendance and
loan $194,450 with an allotment of United States.
management and to Mr. Luther alike, during the show which takes place
$143,000, there being 85 subscribers.
This in itself was one of the most
Mr. Luther now awaits his final call between shows on the regular pro
Houton's allotment in this loan Is amazing feats of the war and with
to leave for Y. M. 0. A. work over gram, the stage and theatre will be
$230,000 which means that everyone out it wre should have had no armies
one of the largest centers of Indus-. wished you were there,
seas and is liable to leave town any elaborately decorated in keeping with
must
do more than they did the last at the front hut small detachments
trial activity in France, and the actlvW e have not seen any other regi- time and we feel sure that the hoys the exhibit.
loan, and those who did not subscribe filtered through the French and Brit
itles of American Red Cross civilian ment of our division nor have 1 seen “ over there” will greet him with the
The management is planning many
relief in the district are also large.'any one from home and I may not nn- same warmth as his appearances here new surprises for theatre goers dur- at all, should make every effort to sub ish lines.
scribe for “ Fighting Fourth ”
til we arrive at the front. Am not alThe American army in France is
St-Etlenne, where Mr. Hogan has his
have always warranted.
mg the coming months.
On Saturday, William (5. Clifford the product not only of the military
lowed to tell you when we expect to
headquarters, has been called the Pitwho has charge of the soliciting from power of the United States, but of
go to the front but I will say that it
the B. & A. employes in the Houlton the financial, economic, industrial and
Is a good deal sooner than we expect
The potato market is active and the
Cecil Eugene Grant, only sou
ed and we are all anxious to get into
yard, not including the engineering i agricultural power. American energy
it before it is too late but we will clear cool weather of this week will John and Pheobe Smith Grant,
offices, received subscriptions amount-j and Liberty Bonds made possible our
probably see all of it that we want. 'do much to hasten the digging.
East Hodgdon. died at Camp Devens, ing to $9u00.
: fighting army. That army is the largMy position on the French gun has
Local dealers are paying $2.7,3 per Tuesday morning. Sept. 24. aged 21
On different parts of the line there *est in our History and it is winning
been assigned to me and it is No O n e . 100 lbs. or $4.50 per barrel. The stock years.
was $55,000 subscribed hv employees. 1battles in France. It must be larger
In passing through France after our continues to be very superior in qualBorn on Feb. 10. 1897. Cecil s boy- but this amount would be divided up yet; it must win more battles. This
arrival here the battery was attacked ity.
hood was
at his home at East among the different towns in which is the first great reason for Liberty
by Zeppelins as we were crossing one ' The Produce News says:
Hodgdon. and in the work of the farm the employees live.
Bonds.
of the large rivers and as we were in ' The local demand showed very little he took an active and interested part
If the same spirit is shown by the
2. The American army is in France
the box cars we were not able to see improvement from last week, although from early child hood. His was a joy- rest of the citizens of Houlton, there
because
the German army is in
much we could hear the bombs drop- Prices are a little better. The princi- ous disposition, never despondent, al- is no doubt hut what the quota will he France.
It is not necessary to re
ping around us, hut we made a tunnel Pal supply is from Long Island, as Jer- ways smiling and cheerful and his
oversubscribed.
: hearse the wrongs that wTere comand stayed there until they had pass- sey is practically through and Maine ready smile and cheery greeting will
(mitted against the United States and
ed on their way. W e learned the next and New York State have not com- long be remembered by all who knew
LIBERTY LOAN MEETING
, humanity as part of the settled war
day that they succeeded in getting menced shipping freely. Long Island him. He was among the hoys who
Upon invitation of County Chair- policy of Germany, for every Amerifour of the Zepplins at the place prices have advanced, particularly at left Houlton August 28, for Camp Devman, Geo. A. Gorham of the Fourth can knows them.
Where the Ger|where they attacked us. It certainly shipping point. Stock is of excellent ens where he was in the :12nd BattalLibertv Loan Committee fifty of the man army is, there the American army
was exciting and am hoping we shall quality and is selling mostly $5.25 and ion.
representatives of nearly as many will be until the war is won. This is,
keep on being as successful until the $5.50 for 180 lbs. Shippers are paying
A message from the camp on Montowns in the county, including a num- the second great reason for Liberty*
! war is over.
$2.SO and 2.85 per 100 on the Island day last told of his serious illness with
her of ladies, enjoyed a banquet at Bonds.
I Ray and the
rest of
the boys are and growersthere
have visions
of the pneumonia following an attack of
the Snell House on Thursday night. ^ 3. Failure to win a decisive victory
somewhere within twelve miles of this market reaching $2. Because of the Spanish influenza. His father left at
and listened to some interesting re- would mean the delivery of the Amerplace but It is impossible to locate rain on Long Island digging has been once, arriving at Camp Devens on
marks of State Chairman. H. E. ican people into economic bondage for
delayed somewhat, but shipments are Tuesday noon only to learn that Cecil
them.
tsbarg of Prance.
Rounds of Portland.
*generations. A fate similiar to that of
liberal now.
had died in the early morning.
Mr. Hogan gives an account of the
Was down to the hospital and saw
After partaking of one of Landlord Russia awaits any other country that
While there is not a great deal of
The body was brought to Houlton
honors paid to the representatives of them bring in some wounded and
Marriott's
tempting spreads, con-1falls under the heel of Prussian mililife
to
the
local
trading,
there
is
a
on
Friday accompanied by Corporal
the American Red Cross in the dis tried to locate some from Houlton or
forming to Mr. Hoover's rules and re- tary power. We must win.
This is
good demand in the interior. State Myron Barstow, and on Saturday aftrict of the Loire on the French na Maine hut could not.
gulations, Geo. A. Gorham, county a war to end war. and only by winshippors are quoting $2.50 per 100 de- ternoon in the little church near his
tlonal holiday, July 14th. A celebra
Yesterday was Sunday and we went
ehairman. opened the meeting with ning the war can we end it. This Is
tlon was held at Montbrlson, the near to the town of St. Fines with a friend, livered Harlem. Maines, $2.*55 and home when1 he had attended Sunday s o u k 1 very interesting facts relating the third great reason for Liberty
2.75; delivered and South Jersey, $2.- School all his life and where lie had
Mt large town to St-Etlenne. and all thCTe we m,,t
to present conditions, and the needs. Bonds.
girls with their
of the American Red Cross staff were bl.othei. a cIean.(.„, Frenchman who f>5 f. o. 1). Offers were reecmnl here been baptized and received into the
of
the Government for the Fourth | 4. Only a united America, mobilfrom Wisconsin this week of $2.85 and ch u rc h , the last s e r v i c e s were held,
invited to attend.
had been wounded at Chateau Theirry
I.ibevty Loan, especially as applied to ( ized to the last man and the last dol8
delivered
sacked,
but
no
stock
was
ttev.
-M
r.
Speed
of
the
First
Baptist
“We were all escorted to the re- and they invited us to their home for a
purchased at this figure. State grow- *’him h spoke comforting words from Aroostook County. Mr. Gorham was Jar. can .defeat a united Germany,
viewing stand, relates Mr. Hogan, f areWell dinner before his train left
listened to with the greatest interest, The victory of our men in France is
ers are commencing to dig and there 1 John. 2:14
“and listened to some wonderful eg- ' f
the front
Thev were wonderful
as
no man in this section is better ( now your responsibility, the responsiI have written unto you, young nmn
pressions of good will and loyalty to to us. Their mother and father had are quite a few ears rolling from there
posted
on financial questions, or can bility of every one
of us.
The
The
same
is
true
of
Maines.
because ye arc1 strong."
.Many sor
the American Red Cross and the Amer- died a vear before and a brother kiltell what he knows in such an eloquent "F ig h t in g Fourth" Liberty Loan is our
rowing
friends
gathered
to
do
this
Jcan people.
After that, refugee Jed about a ypar ago at the f ront and
j opportunity for service, and its sucyoung soldier boy honor; this boy who and attractive way. as Mr. Gorham,
children from the invaded districts the four of us went down to the staHarry
E.
Rounds
of
Portland,
the
cess 'o r failure will be regarded
Dr. W. B. Gibson on Saturday, n was wiling to serve his country in her
sanc the national anthems of the Uni- tion at six oV10(.k last night to bid
state
chairman,
on
being
introduced
throughout
the world as a battle won
ted States, Great Britain and France. farewell to the last man in the family.. ('eived a t lel
,m>ssas° froni A( J- hour ot need and who died in his eftold
in
a
clear
and
concise
manner
or
a
battle
lost.
We must win. This is
Then came a review of soldiers and and the gJrla (.ertainly stood it braveM<‘ Wesson, asking if he would lort to serve. The casket was draped
the needs of the Government at the the fourth great reason for Liberty
Civilians after which we were given a .
Tbpv invifpd
flmvn to fijnner 1)e
of
to
to Devens with the Stars and Stripes and heaped
present time, and the methods which Bonds.
to help care for the Influenza patients, I vvhh beautiful flowers. He was laid
luncheon by the town official, and had * d "
are "o .n g to take along - e
5. whoever buys a Liberty Bond is
to rest in the little church yard close had been used in past loans, as well
epeechee and many toasts to A m erl-iC|g8pette, t0 8en(, the ,lrothel. a8 t h e )to which he replied that he would.
as some of the experiences of solid- backing the Government of the United
by his home.
French do love American cigarettes. !
Adj1, 0en 1 also asked Dr. GibBeside his father and mother, he toi s in difteient parts of the state, af- states, but he is likewise hacking his
Mr. Hogan was engaged in work i n I. I .
,
,
„Pi-onnn
. vanlfllv
mV , son for as many nurses as he could
ter which chairmen present asked as home> his children, himself, every| I am lonrnlno
learning French
rapidly as my
the Panama Canal zone for six years.
get, but Miss Hall wms the only one leaves two sisters, Mrs. Florence Dick
to certain conditions which they had thing that he has in the world. LibFrench I had in school helps out and
inson of Richmond, N. B. and Miss
who would go.
His mother, Mrs. Frances V. Hogan,
I can carry on quite a conversation
met
with, and how best to overcome ert.y Bonds are the great reserve army
i Monday morning Dr. Gibson receiv Eva to mourn the loss of an affection these conditions
lives at Monticello and an aunt, Mrs.
should they arise . without which our fighting men in
no.
ed word that the epidemic had broken ate son and brother. Cecil was a man again.
G. A. Hall, at Houlton. He has been
France could never achieve their obWe are stationed in the yard of a|out In Bath, and that the Maine imit ly, upright hoy, clean and fine in body
with the Red Cross since June.
Mr. Rounds upon being asked what :jective. Your country calls you to act
chateau and it is a beautiful spot, tw’O j wbjch they were getting together to and spirit and the community is deep
the quotas for the different towns | _ now It is essential that you buy
From Private Coy L. Hagerman, Batt of us to a tent. We get up at five- send to Devens would be used in the ly grieved at the passing of his prom
would be. stated that in the state of bonds to the fuIlest extent of vour
ising young life. The sincere sym' P'301 st. F. A. 76th Division A. E. F. thlrty- and for breakfast we had corn- state.
Maine, they would he almost double ability t0 save and pay for them and
Dear Ma and Pa:
imeal mush, with syrup, bacon and J Br Qji)Son an(j ;\ijss Hall left Mon- Pathy of many friends is extended to
what they were for the Third Loan . essential that you keep them until the
This is the first opportunity I h a v e .bread ™*th coffee' The
iS. V,er.y i day for Bath’ where their 8ervices ar€V he family
less 20 per cent discount which was war is won. It is the way to win the
. . .
..
. . ..
. T good. The days are some hot and it i s ! milf.h nppdpf}
i
— --------------- had to w rite you a good letter and I .
1oQr„ Q _ . ,
a mULh needed.
j
made for this state after the allot war. In a measure the fate of our
necessary we learn a good deal in a
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Spring of Bos ment had been made.
am going to make the best of it and
Houlton's al Republic rests upon each one of us,
|short time and we work pretty hard.
ton. who have been spending a few lotment in the Third Loan was $123,make it a long one although it is very
and those of us who remain at home
I am certainly making up for the time
discouraging to think that you will
Among the hoys and girls who left , weeks as guests of Mr. and Mrs. I, 000, being doubled would he $286,0)0 must watch in our financial support
I was not In the army.
In the first
not get this for a month but the only
place I was drafted sooner than I ex Saturday for the different colleges 0 Powers on High Street, returned I lass 20 per cent $57,360 would he a lit- of our Government the spirit of the
thing to do is to keep writing and keep
tie less than $230,000.
men at the front who have given or
pected. Then I was transferred soon were Wendall Grant, Percy Rogers, home Saturday.
on sending them and I hope you are
This means that every citizen in are ready to give the last full meas
er than I expected, and sent across Clifford Jones, to Colby College; | William Albright was called to Portdoing the same.
Houlton, who is able, must exert eve- ure of devotion.
This is the fifth
sooner than I expected and will he at
Aline Berry, Fred Burns. Wilfred and, Mondav, having received word ry effort to go the limit when the so-jgreat reason for buying Liberty Bonds,
I am writing on my mess kit out unI
<fer the blue skies and they certainly
Doescher, Dorothea Stetson. Lucy that his sister, Grace, was dead, and lieitors call. All of the subscribers
(Continued on page 8)
Lend the way the American soldier
have stunning blue skies In France,
Chamberlain, Bernice Rhoda, and Don- will return with her body for burial must increase their former subscrip fights,— to the utmost.
tions, and those who have not yet sub
no vain since arrival here. W e are
aid Stuart to U. of M.
in the family lot.
Buy Liberty Bonds and win the
scribed to former issues, MUST start
In the land of grape vines and as we
war! Buy early.
are allowed to say that we are near
on this the Fourth loan, if the quotas
Bordeaux. I think I am allowed to
as alloted are to be met.
It does not seem as though it is
aay that 1 have been to Bordeaux
necessary to impress upon people, the
twice on pass and as Bordeaux is next
safety of these investments, for it is
In else to Paris I certainly enjoyed
In
conversation with Alphonso
myself and we are getting a wonderful
only another way of being paid to he
I
Chamberlain
who conducts an em
welcome here. Had supper at the Y.
j patriotic.
ployment agency In Houlton, and who
Mrs. Felix Albert of this town has ' contempt for danger and ability to
M. C. A. In Bordeaux in the place
“ Win the war.” is the slogan which
has hired more men in this section
recently received from the command- handle men calmly under fire. It is
where Mrs. Vincent Astor works and
I has been adopted, and in order to do
than
any other man, he Informs the
Ing
officer
of
the
company
of
which
therefore
recommended
that
this
man
there one meets sailors and soldiers
|this, there must be money to pay the
TIMES
that all the farmers in this
her
son
is
a
member,
the
folowing
letj
be
given
the
Distinguished
Service
from all over the states.
I hills. You furnish the money, the
Cross.
ter which will explain itself
section have been supplied with help
We are near a hospital where we see
j Government furnishes the security,
for digging and harvesting.
DONALD F. McGREW,
July 27, 1918.
hundreds of wounded from the front
j yet our part is mighty small compared
Houlton Man to Assist
1st
Lt.
103d
Inf.
Commanding
From 1st Lt. D. F. McGrew
and R practically seems as If the front
j to the part that every American is
Guy C. Porter of Houlton has been
37
MM
Battery.
103d Inf. C. O. 37 MM Battery
were only a short distance off. As I
j doing who is fighting in the trenches,
appointed an Agricultural adviser,
Mrs. Felix Albert,
To C. O. 103d Infantry, A. E F.
have told you we sailed to Canada
j Do we wish to he accused of caus- charged with furnishing information
High St.
Subject Distinguished Service.
and to England. Enjoyed England
! ing the boys in the trenches to he de as to farm labor requirements to dis
Houlton, Me.
very much, saw part of London and a
1 In addition to displaying consist,
,
, Sergt. Albert left Houlton with Co. prived of the many necessary things trict draft boards.
few other interesting places and a
The conditions in each state as to
^
_
L as 1st Sergt. and later was trans-jfor their Mse in making this world a
friend of mine and myself while in
ous occasions under fire in the Appre- ferred to a Machine Gun Company i sale place to live in? The sacrifices farm labor will he supplied each ad
England went to a Church of England
mont Forest, Bouconville, Xivray, Bel where he has done the same work " v'hieh we may make in buying Liber- viser by the Dept, of Agriculture and
service, a quiet place a few miles from
leau Woods, Torcy and Bouresches that has always characterized his m il-,ty Honds are nothing compared to the adviser will inform the district
camp and in the church we were the
Sgt. Albert, 69822 Ralph F. though in itary work and his good fortune in , thos6 the boys .who are fighting, have hoards as to the advisability of grant
only young men, the rest v/ere women
" weakened condition, due to the ef- beIng cited for distinguished service , made. and are making every day.
ing deferred classification.
and old men and the pastor gave a
, ec s o njuries received when his jg mos^ gratifying to his many friends
It is the desire of the committee
prayer for the many mothers in the
|gun
ew up, remained on duty all here.
that those who are buying should atcongregation who had lost relations
through the Regiment’s occupation of
----------tend t0 the subscription NOW, as it
and sons and he also prayed for my
j e eau Woods, the engagements of
E D W A R D IO T T A LSO C IT E D
i will be much easier than to leave it The Fall term of R. C. I. will open
fries! *nd 1. After church In walk
on Tuesday, Oct. 15, with the pros
j Torcy and Bouresches, and the ad- !
It has been noted that Edward Iott,
•untn the last week or the lastday.
ing away a beautiful gray haired
pects of a large attendance and a full
1vance to La Sacarine Farm. While a member of the same gun battery as j
_________
woman Invited us to afternoon tea.
corps of instructors.
jadvanclng wih the Infantry in the at- is Serg. Albert has also been recom 'p iw p p r f a t REASONS
We thought that we would refuse at
Eugene Stover of Bryant's Pond, has
jtack on Trugny, July 23d he picked mended for a Distinguished Service;
first but finally decided to go and be
jUp a wounded 104th infantry man and Cross having carried Capt. Findlay,
FOR L IB E R T Y B O N DS been secured as principal by the trus
lieve me we were some glau that we
I carried him to a shell hole, though in Jand another officer from a shell hole
1. There Is today In France the tees.
did go although we did not arrive on
Mr. Stover Is a Colby graduate, and
i doing so his own body was exposed to the rear, with coolness and delib- greatest army that has ever fought
time hut found on arriving the most
has
had much experience in teaching,
|above the tops of the wheat, while the'eration that brought his conduct un- j under the American flag. Upon that
beauttfyl manor In England and out
'field was being swept with enemy |der notice of his officers.
jarmy hangs the destiny of the United having been Supt. of Schools In the
under-tha Item, beautiful trees, be
j machine gun fire. This non-commis-|He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Win. States.
These troops had
to be west for a number of years, and cornea
side a private Mfce, In the background
sioned officer has repeatedly shown Iott of this town.
trained and equipped.
They had to highly recommended.

Bo, in Rod Cross
Work

POTATOES

CECIL EUGENE GRANT

tw0

CALLED BY GOV. MILLIKEN

0611,1
0116

6 )hon6

1

15

OFF TO COLLEGE

SERGT. RALPH F. ALBERT CITED
FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE

LABOR SITUATION
GOOD IN HOULTON

RICKER CLASSICAL INSTITUTE

HOUSTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1918
G R O W T H O F O UR W A R S P IR IT
French Revolution was left to drown
1917, the die was cast by our declaraNo less striking than the adaption tion against Germany, response was
itself in its own blood. The world refuses any longer to stand idly by a n d 'o f Pershing’s citizen army to modern instant. America was at war.
Yet
Made By Many Houlton Residents
h o u l t o n
t i m e s
watch such conflagration of passions j warfare, manifested in its immediate among the people there was still no
Many people in a misguided effort
A L L T H E HOM E NEW S
without an effort to help.
What a , success in one of the great attacks of vivid conception of the fact. The batto
get rid of kidney backache, rely on
commentary it is, by the way, on the |the war, is the adaptation of our peo- tlefields were still remote. To many
Published every Wednesday M orning
plasters,
liniments and other make
the dangers seemed impotent to strike
reduced is Turkey that slight addi difference between German and Allied pie to the spirit of the war.
by the Tines Publishing Co.
shifts. The right treatment is kid
national
strength
at
this
’stage,
that
|
Loss
than
two
years
have
passed
ns.
Gradually,
almost
imperceptibly,
tions to the British forces will enable
ney treatment and a remarkably rec
General Allenby and General Marshall, while Germany is too busy staving off |since we elected a President who had the change was wrought. As day sucC H A 8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
ommended
kidney medicine is Doan’s
who are in command in the eastern defeat. the Allies have still strength to j kept us out of war. A year ago ceeded day the relative importance of
Kidne\
Pills.
Houlton is no excep
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per yea. fronts, to sweep the Turks before spare to attempt agreat work of (those
of us that looked impatiently for private affairs yielded more and more
tion.
Is advance, $2 00 in arrears; in Cana them in much the same way that the human salvage.- The Russian agony [signs
of an aroused nation eager to to the pressure of public duty. Hastily
The proof is at your very door. The
da $&00 in advance, $2.50 in arrears vllies and the. United States are may run on for still a long time, but.1press forward in battle were almost formed opinion or accidental prejudice
Single copies five cents.
following
is an experience typical of
generit
will
be
the
shorter
for
this
hoping
that
Germany,
by
some
act
of
|
affecting
our
attitude
|sweeping the reduced German hordes
to Germany
No Subscription cancelled until all back on the west front. It is evident ous offer of aid from the united frightfulness directed against Ameri gave way to settled conviction not the work of Doan’s Kidney Pills in
arrearages are paid
ca. would fire the people from Maine alone that tin* military tyranny of Houlton.
that Turkey is fast reaching the point democracy of the world.
to California. Wait till long easualtj Germany
wickedly infringed
the
Mrs. It. Taggett, 18 Green St., Houl
Advertising rates based upon circula of surrender.
P O W E R ON T H E S E V E N SEAS
lists come in. and then you will see rights of its neighbors but challenged
ton, says: ‘‘I suffered from a weak
tion and very reasonable.
• 'W h o s o can hold the sea has com whispered the wiseacres.
the free institutions of America.
E A S Y — W H E N YO U T R Y
and run down condition for about two
mand of the situation.” This saying
We have suffered no special out
So by natural development, under
Entered at the post office at Houlton
A friend, with a worried expression
months. I was told that my kidneys
of Themistocles, anticipating Mahan rages at the hands of the German the domination of an idea greater oven
for circulation at second-class
stated his position thus: “ On the
were the cause of the trouble and I
by more than twenty-three centuries, since we declared war: our total loss-'than the idea that lies behind the
fifteenth of August I finished paying
postal rates.
used different medicines but could
gets striking modern illustrations in es reported thus far are less than the : sentiment
of patriotism, we have
for bonds of the Third Liberty Loan
get no relief, I felt tired and my back
a report just isued by the British Bur British casualties have often amount-; awakened to the full consciousness
to which 1 subscribed on May first. I
ached. ()n<* of mv friends advised me
'L ttja r R ew ipaper Decisions
eau of Information and in statements ed to in a single week.
Yet. who [ that we are at war with all our
to try Doan s Kidney Pills and I
am
pledged
to
buy
a
given
amount
of
^ -*i.~^n y person who takes a paper rerecently made by the British shipping among us now doubts that America is strength and with all our spirit, even
bought some at Cochran’s Drug Store.
gu’ arly from the Post O f f i c e — whether War Savings Stamps every month this
controller. Sir. Joseph Maelay.
Ad as wholeheartedly tor the war as as tin* nations of distant Europe are
dire, ted to his address or another, or year. I agreed with myself that I
Soon after taking them I got relief
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she must face the British in Palestine
and in Mesopotamia, keep an eye out
for Bulgaria,*carry on as best she can
her foraging expeditions in Transcaucasus, and all the time guard the SO )
miles of Mediterranean coast line. So
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etrate into the country of the other
and force the enemy to peace by
crushing his military force is impos
sible” gives evidence of a new awak
ening. As one of the Central Powers’
allies Turkey has been a good pal of
Germany in absolutely ignoring right
•and justice so long as her own force
was at its best. When she found her
self up against a superior force in
numbers and quality then she showed
signs of being a quitter. It has been
known for several months that Tur
key would like to quit the war. Driv
en hard by the British .and other
forces In the east battle fronts, her
losses have been staggering, and now
she is willing to desert Germany and
the other Central Powers.
Since the Turks entered the war
they have put Into the field about ,360,000 men. By hard drives and se
vere battles their forces have been
reduced to 87 divisions, or 481,000
non. Recruiting Is difficult and is

1

Rhnly to disrupt
Country. So with

France. To do so would have nm nt
a feat of organization of tin* ntmo t
magnitude. If the Allies are findb’ git
difficult and delicate to restore Rus
sia. the Germans would have found it
likewise. But desperate effort would
have been made to do it.
As it is, we are in the way of de
laying any such German move long
enough to give our armies time to
bring Germany to her knees before
she can help herself from Russia’s
stores o t available men. Before the
demoralized Russians can be made
useful on the German firing line, the
German nation will be too much oc
cupied with staving off actual in
vasion to spare any energies for
drumming
up reserves from
the
neighbor she has so hideously wreck
ed.

If the Allied expedition to Russia
achieves nothing more than this, it
will have been amply justified. But the
hope is that it will accomplish vastly
this already torn j more. Times have moved, and human
the reduced forces sympathies with them, since the
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cism for you to tell at the club."
The Sunday School at noon has or- all the advantages of superior num“ Do 1 have to tell it?"
ganlzed classes for men and women, hers and permitted Foch to perfect
"Of course not. But you'll miss a
Junior League meeting and class for , his dispositions for defence undisgreat chance if you don't. It's this:
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
turbed.
Baseball players ought to he put into
Epworth League meeting at 6.45
The fact is that the German num
the Navy instead of the Army. Go on:
erical superiority, which certainly exp mask me ‘Why?’ ”
listed then, was largely nullified by
Praise and Preaching at 7.30.
“ Why?”
Prof. J. H. Lindsday, organfst and the division of the army into shock
"So that they can steal submarine
ehoir master.
|and holding divisions. While the forbases."
Prayer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday mer were exclusively reserved for the
•venlng.
'blow to be delivered the latter were
T h ru s t and P a r ry
incapable seriously of harassing the
allies.
Bangs
of
jealousy wore in Miss
Church of the Good Shepherd
i
Foch.
on
the
contrary,
now
has
in
Coldfoot's
heart
when she heard that
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
,
hand
a
superiority
of
troops
whose
her
admirer
had
been
accepted by Miss
Sundays
Holy Communion at
A. M. also averagf> fluallty is gootl enough for Lovebird, and when she happened to
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun either great or small operations. The run across her in the bargain rush
result is that while the mass of could not resist giving a thrust.
day in the month.
manoeuvre
is completing preparations,
“ I h e a r y o u ' v e a c c e p t e d Jac
shi
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30.
1the remaining forces give the enemy gushed. “ I suppose lie never told you
Evening Prayer and sermon 7 30.
Sunday School after morning ser no rest, and their ceaseless hammer-1he once proposed to me."
j ing and gradual hut uninterrupted j "No," answ ered Jack’s fiancee. "Ho
vice.
'progress has a deadly effect., both on'once told me that there were a lot of
Holy Days
j German* morale and numbers. Noth- j things in his life he was ashamed of,
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
,ing is so difficult for the defender to j but I didn't ask him w hat they were "
______________________________________
combat as the incessant whittling
j away of his forces and defensive pos-j
itions.
j
Another Raw Recruit
j Nor is that the sole advantage. Gen. | Colonel "Didn't you hear me g i v e
The rapid extension around the
'Mangin said to me after his July vie-'the command t o fix b a v o n e t s ? "
world of the so-called Spanish Influen
torv :
P rivate
" Y e s , C o l o n e l , but inv hay
za, and the rather high mortality
“ The activities of De Goutte's army ! onet is all righ
t heii
n othin g
rates which have followed its path in
and my own during the past three w r o n g abou t it to he f i x e d . "
many places has led the State De
weeks have borne twofold fruit. Not
partment of Health to issue a twoonly did we acquire invaluable ‘jump
page leaflet on “Guarding Against In
Throw Away Your Trumpet.
ing off places’ for an offensive, hut
fluenza.”
also our men were keyed up and pre
This leaflet teaches that influenza,
pared for the ensuing battle. As a
or grip as we often call it, is one of
good horseman tests the paces and
/itnl hen'!
at
those diseases in which the infection
-veil Mtfernll
temper of his mount, so it is all im
other TVt:rei)ie^'*h
haavefailed. ii. !
TMI0
is given off in the secretions from the
*“<>'! Fl-os. s h.
portant for a general to have his
Irani* -no pain . umi'n .ujvts Want to
nose, throat and air passages of those
hear pcifW't:
T IT\VIfo tor to.- .!ft to
army well in hand and know exactly
K iliscox, *;H) V c J, A >c.» Newark, N J,
who are sick and that the infection is
what he can count on it to do."
transmitted to other persons by the
droplets sprayed into the air in cough-1 But if a (lifference exists in the
lng and sneezing, by things used in jmethods of commanders during lulls
common, such as cups, spoons, forks, in a gigantic struggle, how much
and- towels. In schools the disease greater is thl* contrast in the general
Conditions that are both scrofulous
may spread rapidly by books, pencils, situation of the opponents. It may be and anemic are very common. Many j
admitted that the first fortnight of persons whose faces are “ broken
and drinking cups used in common.
July
was a time of very great anxiety out,’ ’ cheeks are pale, and nerves arc
The persons who are endangered
j
by the infection are those who come for the allied leaders. But neither in weak, suffer from them.
There^ is an effective, (economical j
in pretty close contact or association front nor in rear was there a sign of
remedy in the combination o f Ilood's 1
with infectious persons, or enter falltering or a word of weakness. The
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron, one taken |
resolution
was
absolute
that,
what
rooms, vehicles and other enclosed
before
eating and the other after.
j
spaces infected by them. There is no ever the enemy's success in culmina
I n these medicines taken in this j
danger of infection in the open air, ting drive that all knew was immin w ay the best substances f o r the blood j
save in very close contact with infect ent. the war should be fought out to and nerves are brought together.

FOR

SALE

BY ALL

DEALERS

Who Will Take\&ur Children?
Y X 7 H E R E w ou ld the little g irl go, and
Y V w hich relation w ou ld h a ve that b o y to
raise if anything happened to you? P ro tect
you rself against these anxieties. T a k e out a
membership in this g re a t beneficiary institution

HS&V
VhiT At

G e t the protection of its certificate, as good as gold
for your dear ones if you die, and to fortify you
against accidents and helpless age. The Maccabees is
thoroughly organized. It is no experiment. It is right
financially. $ 21 ,000,000 assets— membership over
3 0 0 ,0 0 0 — benefits paid, $ 9 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

Have you heard of the propular new form o f certificate
the
’

W hole L ife Tw enty Annual
Paym ent Plan
Easy to pay; gives a paid-up certificate v. hen you need it most.
Ask us about it and other forms. The “ T e n t” is open to you.

8

JOHN F. McCULLAUGH
S nell House

Houlton, Maine

'"’N
>

GUARDING AGAINST
INFLUENZA

A

/ '

S'*

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA
AND PEPTIR0N

ious persons.
Personal Safeguards
The advice given by the Depart
ment for avoiding the infection is to
cut out unnecessary visits to public
places and unnecessary travel. Walk
If you can do so Instead of taking a
street car. Do not visit persons who
show the symptoms of grip or of a
cold If you can well avoid doing so;
and do not give a cordial reception to
persons showing such symptoms who
unnecessarily obtrude their presence
upon you. Be particularly careful not
to use drinking cups used by others
or towels or anything else used in
common. .

Rules for the

-

W ft

y/

I —.

w

•t h a t a n n o y in g ,
PERSISTENT
COUGH
l N l to (femto huur troubi*. or
*

*

'

aJroody

AMERATIVE
•-repairer an*
toM flu of c£!«
i IN t m t iK t t o
Aloobi
Dm*.

I list, 1

Buying Collegian Clothes is Good Business

- 'V

-n

8 ick

One and the SickRoom
The room should be well ventilated
and slightly warmed In cold weather.
It Is safer for the sick one to take his
bed early, to call his physician and
not to leave his room too soon, for
there is much danger of serious com
plications, such as broncho pneumonia
Which frequently ends fatally.
Secretions from the nose and throat
should be received on pieces of paper

*

_

mm

N these days demand style and good materials, as always; but
MEthey
are looking critically for that most important quality of all

—good tailoring.

For long service must be built in, or
the garment will soon wear out.
Adler Collegian clothes have always
been famous for their sturdy tailor

R
MFTEBT i: !
W IT H THE

,

;

E M E M B E R — Collegian Nockaboat Overcoats save you about one dollar
of every five. N o lining to wear out— none to pay for.

- V ^1^11,1 ri ,|:,rih.W

C-iOukJ L-’ o i.dnaoy.;d H a B ■■■,- tjie
original super-hard plates.
They are
different from ordinary pk-Rpc
ord . H e e l is from chrome-nickel steel.

W e can fumkh you with a Gould
Ba firry to fit your car. But if your
PLATES*
present battery only needs repairs, try
OUT Square-D eal Repair Service for any battery regardless of make. W e
use Gould Renewal Parts.
{Battery Inspection Without Charge— take advantage of k regularly.

H O U LTO N B A TT E R Y SE R VIC E CO.

ing. That’s why the splendid materi
als chosen for A dler Collegian Suits
and Overcoats give you such long
wear and satisfaction for your money.

Auto Row, Bangor St.

lothf
S m a r t S tv lts ^

S

^

M c n o f lH o r O

Prices just those that you like to pay

Houlton Grange Store
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Dream

Buy L ib e rty Bonds

SWednesday and Thursday

D ream T h e a tre

Follow the Flag to France with

WEEK OF S E P T E M B E R 3 0

Pershing’s
Crusaders
U n ited States G overnm ent Pictures

I

M on day, Septem ber 30
Charlie Chaplin in "High Flying Charlie” Seven Pearls
Mack Sennett Comedy "Those[Athletic Girls”
Bur.on Holmes Travel Picture

Tuesday, O ctober 1

S h ow in g

Mary Pfckford in "M ’ Liss” America’s Sweetheart, in a
Western Role. This is an entirely new
cast for “Little Mary”

O u r Boys “ O v e r T h ere”

W e d n e sd a y and T hursday, O cto ber 2 and 3
Follow

t he

Flag

to

Francelwith

Pershing’s C rusaders
United States Government Pictures
Prices 25 and 50c

This remarkable motion picture, “Pershing’s Crusa
ders” was photographed by official government camera
men sent with the armies for that purpose by the
Committee on Public Information, of which George
Creel is chairman. The pictures are brought to the
public through the Division of Films............................

Friday, O ctober 4
Autumn Fashion Show, Full Orchestra, Living Models
Dorothy Dalton in "Tyrant Fear”
Prices 15 and 25c

Saturday, O ctober 5
Official W ar Pictures. Our Boys in France
Mack Sennett Comedy "Friend Husband”, Pretty Girls
Galore. Universal Weekly

P R I C E S 2 5 a n d 50c: - :

I T r y
r

To Get I n

jj

T r y T o G e t In

I
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lin, Lou Salter, Carmen Phillips

and

others. The photoplay will be present
LIBERTY LOAN STARTS
ed with all necessary accessories to
j
WITH A RUSH FIRST DAY insure daequate display.
a
Combine
Grandma’s,
Grandpa's
Amounts Subscribed More Than Doubled Over Last Year Mother's
and Dad’s private laugh re - ,
a
eipes with a little spice from broth-’
For the First Day
er’s fertile imagination, and some

OF LOCAL I N T E R E S T

CLASSIFIED ADS
Heated Rooms to Let, at

ers’, Court St.

Mrs.

Nev38tf

H ere’s Mack S enn ett’s Recipe For A
House For R ent— Inquire at Office of
Param ount-M ack Sennett Comedy
J Dr. Parker M. Ward.
140

Leo Ellis returned Friday from
F or Sale— AYounjj Farm
Horse in
week’s visit in Boston.
good condition. ’Phone 212-4. 438p
The H OULTON TIMES is gratified
Byron O. Noves of Caribou was
_ it__ _ ~
F or Sale— A New Iron Age Potato
business caller in town Monday.
Digger. Inquire of A. G. Cottle.
On account of Influenza, the Bangor
ready making to the Government no
ideas
from
sister’s
pet
modiste--The Fourth lib e rty Loan in the Ludlow
2.500
33tf
Festival
has
been
set
ahead
2
weeks.
Stir
the1
ingredients
in
the
Sennett
tice that newspaper subscriptions shall
state for the first day made a great Macwahoe
2 200
To
L
et—
One
W. H. Watts left Monday for the
joy tank with a few slapsticks, a cus
Furnished Room fo r
record, three times the amount being Mars Hill
be paid in advance or the paper dis
25.800
school girls at 42 Franklin Ave.
Rangley region on a short b u s in e s s
tard pic? or two. and other articles of
raised the first day over the same on M a sard is
Tel. 529-5.
continued.
0.500 disturbance, an you’ll have it.
140
trip.
the Third Loan.
But many hundreds more of our
Merrill PI.
Mrs. T. H. McMann of Caribou is the
4.200
A bright, brand new sparkling, kick W an ted — A G irl For General HouseSouthern Aroostook’s quota for the
work. Apply to G. R
Ervin, No.
patrons must give the matter immedi guest, for a few clays. of Mrs. Robert
Monticello
14,000 ing, gurgling. Paramount-Mack Sen
Fighting Fourth is as follows
12 Highland Ave.
Esters.
nett
Comedy.
ate attention, to comply with the regu
Moro
2.000
Quota
Miss Phyllis Bamford left Monday
Send ’em out laughing then they’ll Household Goods For Sale. Apply to
■
2.900
!
Amity
New
Canada
lation.
1,900
$
Mrs. P. e
for Oakfield where she will teach
come back for more.
Whitney, Maple St.
2::.700 New Limerick
Ashland
T*he figures 1919 should appear on school this fall.
Phone 219-1
4,800
240p
2.100
“
P
E
R
S
H
IN
G
’S
C
R
U
S
A
D
E
R
’S
A
T
T
H
E
Bancroft
the wrapper or margin of your paper.
Oakfield
5.500
Forest Fleming spent the week end
For
Sale
32-40 W inchester Carbine
2,non
DREAM, W EDN ESD AY AND
Benedieta
a<
Please look at the printed address— with his sister in Caribou, who is the
practically
new. Cost $27.00, will
2,000
10,400 Orient
THURSDAY
Blaine
sell for $15.00. Bowlodrome. 240p
LOOK A T 'IT NGW , If any other fig- guest of friends there.
Oxbow
2.500
14 Goo
Bridgewater
I The United States Government has
R. Louis Esters, of the U. S. Immi Cary
rr?s than 1919 appear there, you
1,400 Portage Lakt
6.000 made it possible for the great Ameri W an ted — Three or Four Rooms F o r
light house-keeping. With or with
gration Office in St. John, was in town Crystal
f>,4oo Reed
should send a check or money order,
4.500 can public to be an eyewitness to the
out Furniture. J. H Philbrick Tel.
on business last week.
5,100
vast activities of the Army and Navy
Dyer Brook
195M
239
or call at the office, at once.
Sherman
12.800
The steel girders for the new Ma Eagle Lake
9.000
both "o vur here" and “ over there.”
4.200 (' Through the medium of the motion W anted to Rent an Underwood T ype
sonic building have arrived, and are Fort Kent
24,100 Smvnia
writer for a number of months. Mrs.
Sheriff-elect Fernandez of Old Town
Agatha
5.00‘)
being placed in position.
5
800
|
St.
picture you are enabled to see in the
Frenehville
Robt.
" ’
"Esters Pleasant St. Houlton.
was in town last week on business.
3.700 st. Francis
'making the momentous force which is
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Goud of Van Hammond P
5.400
149
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Bradford of Gold
2,900 st John
to end the greatest war of the ages,
Buren were in town Monday by auto, Haynesville
2,900
Furnished Rooms to Let.. Home Con
en Ridge, were in town Saturday b>
2.700 '
i
These Pictures Are For You
Hersey
on their way to N ew York.
veniences.
Corner Highland Ave.
3.800
auto.
0,200 ! ^Vallagrass
and Pleasant St.
I These official pictures will give the
37tf
Hodgdon
S.
Friedman
and
F.
A.
Powers
left
The County Commissioners are in
3.300 people of Houlton their first opportun
0.000 ' Weston
Houlton
Monday
on
their
annual
hunting
trip,
stalling a new heating plant at the
1.800 ity to see our boys in action in France,
12,200 Wintervilli >
Island Falls
to the Big Fish Lake section.
FALSE TEETH
w*
sis
Court House.
■! for old or brokensets.
7.800
to understand just what these months • " H A S I
Linneus
Mrs. Leigh Cleveland who has been
Geo. H. Mooers of Ashland spent
5525.900 of preparation have brought about in Send Parcel Post or write for particulars.
12.800
Littleton
visiting in Massachusetts, returned Sunday in town with relatives and left
'combating our common enemy; to en- Domestic Supply Co., Dept. 32, Binghamton, N. Y.
Monday for Portland on a business
home last week.
*able the worker in the munition fac Comfortably Furnished Rooms For
Mrs. Harry Sowers, Florence Ave., trip.
tory, the toiler in the, field, in fact.
rent, only two minutes walk to
who has been ill for the past week is
Friends of Mrs. H. J. Chandler, HoyThe demand for potato pickers in I every man. woman and child who is
Market Square. Apply to C. G.
slowly improving.
Lunt. TIMES Office.
wood St., will be sorry to learn that
this section has been well taken care I doing his or her part, to visualize the
Two more boys from this vicinity
Frederick Whiteside was operated she is suffering from a severe attack
of by the employment of the High results of their labor to the present
have
given up their lives in the train
N ew Modern House For Sale on
on for appendicitis at the Aroostook of pneumonia.
School Scholars.
[time. They will show those who subWeeks Ave.. six rooms with bath.
ing
camp
at
Camp
Devens,
victims
to
Hospital, Wednesday last.
Under the supervision of Supt. of , scribed to the Liberty Loans, Red
For particulars inquire of C. B.
E. G. Bryson was called to Bangor the terrible epidemic which is sweep
The Grange Red Cross Auxiliary
Esters, Main Street.
Monday to attend a meeting of lum ing through the easter country. Cecil Schools Packard, over 100 of the scho [Cross, Knights of Columbus, Y. M. C.
will meet at the Hall every Friday
bermen pertaining to the embargo re E. Grant of E. Hodgdon, and Geo. B. lars have obtained places to work for A., Salvation Army and other earn
F or Sale— 75 acres of the Steve Os
afternoon, beginning Oct. 4th.
cently placed on lumber.
1Codrey of Linneus, are the latest vic two weeks proceeding the opening of p8igns just what their money la s acborne farm on the west side of the
jl y j Brayton of Fort Kent, spent
Houlton— Presque Isle road in L it
H. C. Clewley, local representative tims, their bodies arriving home last sehool, among them the girls seem to Jeomplished.
several days in town last week, on
tleton. James Archibald, Admr.
be more in demand than the boys.
j Every American will be intensely
g Co..
escort.
business at Swift & Co’s office.
One farmer from a nearby town interested in seeing the baking of For R ent— Up-stairs tenem ent, on F a ir
Paul Burns has returned to the U. left Monday night for Boston where
went to Supt. Packard and asked if he mountains of bread for the army, the
St. Inquire of Orrin Hayward, or of
he
will
be
located
permanently.
ol M. to continue his studies after
Archie Hanson on the premises.
could get a certain number of them making of millions of uniforms, the
Save
your
peach
stones,
all
kinds
spending his vacation at home.
39tf
I On the last Sunday of this month for Monday morning, and remarked, manufacture of tons of guns, the
Leave
Miss Natalie Meyers of Hodgdon of pulm pits and nut shells.
the clocks will be set back one hour “ I want girls if I can get them as they launching of thousands of airplanes Lost— A lady’s gold w rist watch, F r i
has accepted a position with B. S. them at Fox Bros, store they are need and the old time will be resumed are the best workers.”
day. between the Highlands and
into the air and thousands of ships
ed for war use and the American Red
Green Bros. Co. as book-keeper.
Boston Shoe Store. Finder please
again for 6 months.
into
the
sea.
leave at TIMES Office, or ’phone
A. G. Chambers of Haynesville, a Cross asks you to do it.
You will thrill with a vital pride at
I This Daylight saving law is one of
247-2.
prominent
Maine lumberman
was
Messrs. Frank
McNair,
Emmons
sight of our Navy and our Army in
the best of the rulings whic h war con
doing business in town Thursday.
Robinson, “ Dode” Robinson, John Bry
action—our own crusaders striding Bank Book No. 7714 is Reported Lost
ditions have brought about and one
this notice is given in order that a
Philip Somerville and Bernard Es son, Bert Wetmore, “ Pete” Rogers
‘T Y R A N T F E A R ” S TR O N G P H O T O 
in legions on to victory. You. will see
wrhich will continue indefinitely.
duplicate book my be issued. Houl
P L A Y O F T H E FAR N O R T H
ters, left Friday for Waterville to take and Arthur Titcomb are enjoying a
ton Savings Bank, Houlton, Sept.
Many who seemed to be opposed to
Our Boys
O ver H e re ” and “ O ver
up their studies at Colby College.
week’s hunting at Haynesville.
21, 1918.
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it,
are
now
its
most
ardent
advocates,
Dorothy
Dalton
W
ill
Be
Seen
in
H
er
T h e re ”
Mrs. R- W. Shaw who went to Bos
John Crandall of Malden is in town
Latest Vehicle at Dream T h eatre
the first line trenches in France, the For Rent About October 1st, D w ellin g
ton by auto, returned home Saturday called here by the illness of his son, as they have seen the great advantage
Friday
and stable; 79 Court street, all mod
of
it
on
both
ends
of
the
clay,
to
the
first
batch of German prisoners
evening, leaving the car in Boston.
Horace, who is the guest of his class
ern improvements. Double windows,
I caught by the Yankees— the hundreds
Ralph Drew and Roy Wilson left mate, Lawrence Blake, and who was laboring classes as well as to those
storm doors, and screens.
L. O.
“ T Y R A N T FEAR." the latest Para-,of important and interesting details
Friday evening for Waterville to re- taken with a severe cold, but is now who enjoy the beauties of magnificent
Ludwig.
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Aroostook.
mount picture starring Dorothy Dal of modern warfare.
You may see
shme their studies at Colby College. improving.
ton. will be the feature at the Dream YOUR boy, or your neighbor’s boy, or Lost, Strayed or Stolen— On Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Buzzell return Word has been received in town of
night on Water or Mechanic street,
Theatre
Friday.
your friend, behind the lines at work
ed last week, from an extended auto
a yellow and white coon cat.
Re
the safe arrival on the other side of
This is said to be one of the most or play or marching through the
ward for return or information, re
trip to the southern part of the state. Ezra Green, Olin Barton, John OhapFrom the number who were driving pretentious photodramas of the Cana streets of a little French town.
garding same to TIMES Office.
The condition of F. A. Cates, who j
man and Lewis Jenny who enlisted in cars on Sunday it is evident that many dian Northwest ever made for Para
You will see the mighty Pershing. For Sale— T he Augusta E. Chadw ick
was taken seriously ill on Monday, j
a Medical Unit and have been station must have thought that the close time
mount, by Thomas H. Ince, master President Poincare of France, and
showed some improvement on Tues
homestead, on corner Park and Fair
ed at Camp Upton, N. Y.
on Gasoline for Sunday riding had producer. The picture was directed Secretary of War Baker on his re
streets, including house, barn, and
•day.
been called off, for it does not seem by R. William Neill under Mr [nee’s cent tour of inspection of our armies
fine corner lot, about one acre in
Ray
W.
Hogan
of
Monticello,
who
is
E. L. Cleveland Co., have recently
all. Jas. Archibald, Executor.
as though the people who were out direction, from a scenario written by in France. In short you will see
a
2nd
Lieut.
15th
Bty.
A.
A.
R.
D.
has
installed an electric lighting plant in
arrived safely in France according to Sunday would he so unpatriotic and R. Cecil Simth.
For Sale— Registered H olstein Bull 3
A M E R IC A IN T H E W A R !
their farm buildings on the Lowrey
word received by his friends in Houl- Jso selfish to burn gasoline when the
years old, gentle to handle.
No
This famous Thomas H. Ince star
road.
better in Aroostook. I have 9 of his
ton. His brother Chas. W. Hogan is Government has asked us to refrain will be seen in a story dealing with
Mrs. Geo. Donworth of Seattle
Daughters.
Have purchased
a
the life of the French-Canadians. and
Washington, arrived in Houlton last in France in Red Cross work, an ac- from it.
young one to take his place; will
sell cheap. Geo. C. Goodall, Oak
Friday, and is the guest of her sister count of which appears in this issue, j The excuse that some people who the scenes are not only thrilling to a For Sale or Rent About Nov. 1st,
field, Me.
38tf
warm, convenient house of eight
Mrs. Jessie Waterall who has been can ride week days when the other marked degree, but beautiful.
Miss
Mrs. T. V. Doherty.
rooms and bath.
Furance heat,
spending
the
summer
with
her
sister,
fellow
has
only
Sunday
to
ride
does
Dalton
portrays
the
role
of
a
girl,
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Lombard of Wat
electric lights and stable.
Good Farm For Sale— 160 Acres, 43 Acres
tillage, excellent potato land, good
errille, Me. were the guests last week Mrs. H. M. Briggs, returned to her not clear the Sunday driver who goes who has been obsessed by nameless
garden lot. Apply 32 Green Street.
wood
lot, good buildings, % miles
home
in
Philadelphia
on
Monday,
acout
for
pleasure.
fear
since
childhood,
and
who
by
a
Phone
206-4.
40tf
of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Smart at their
to village and railroad. Price only
companied by her daughter. Mrs. Jas. I This is part of WAR, it hits every- chain of unusually stirring events,
home on Charles St.
$3500. A rare bargain, for sale by
CARD OF T H A N K S
Mrs. Rose Murray and family who C. Madigan and young son, John, who one who owns a car, and if we cannot casts oft’ the tyranny of fear and be
L. H. Brooks, Real Est. Agfcnt, South
We desire to express to our friends
Paris, Me.
have been spending the summer at will spend a few months in Philadel- give up our own pleasure for the sake comes a brave and resourceful woman. and
neighbors our appreciation of
How
this
metamorphosis
is
brought
her cottage, at Red Beach, Me. re P*11®'of helping win the war, the war will
their kindness and floral tributes dur- To Be Sold A t Once— 1 Couch H am 
about must be seen to be fully apprec ng our recent bereavement, the death
Phineas Barnes, son of Mr. and Mrs. not be won
turned home last week.
mock canopy top and iron stand, I
iated. In the supporting cast of play of our son and brother, Maurice.
lire. T. V. Monohan of Fredericton, Chas. Barnes, graduated last week
curtain stretcher,
iron crib with
The Sunday request to save gaso ers are such artists as Thurston Hall, MR. and MRS. ROBT. O’DONNELL
drop sides,
congoleum, art rug,
N. B. was the guest of Mrs. Geo. H. from the Ground Aviation School at
And
F
A
M
IL
Y
140p
kitchen range, rope portier,
goMelbourne MacDowell, William ConkTaber last week, and during her stay the University of Illionois, at Urbana, line has not been revoked.
cart. Mrs. H. C. Clewley, 31 Green
here greeted many old friends.
111. He will remain home until Sat
St. Phone 116-2.
Mrs, Edward Freeman of Chelms urday, when he will leave for Camp
Nice Farm, over 200 Acres, for sale,
ford, Mass., arrived in Houlton Fri Dix, Texas, where he will go into
the “Kit Perkins” place two miles
day and is the guest of Mr. and Mrs training.
from town, new buildings and nice
E. L. Cleveland on Court Street.
There will be special Harvest Fes
orchard, land more than half mow
ing; 30 head of cattle and five
The “Foolish Five” entertained at tival services in the Salvaton Army
horses; farm tools and crops. Beluncheon on Thursday last, at the Hall, Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
loni Bouchard, R, F. D. 4 Skowhehome of Mrs. Parker M. Ward, in hon The Hall will be decorated with fruit
gan, Me.
437p
During Potato Digging time many
or of the Misses Merritt of Seattle.
and vegetables, on Monday at
P. M.
large potatoes will be uncovered— who
For Sale— My
House
Furnishings
will find the largest one?
Miss Elsie Bamford who graduated .there will be an auction sale of all the
must be sold during the next two
I will give $
to the farmer who
from the Aroostook State Normal fruit and vegetables, every one should
weeks. Anyone desiring to Inquire
brings to my store the largest potato
concerning same call at 45 Frank
come
and
get
these
at
a
bargain.
The
Sohool, fast fall, left Friday for Stock
during the potato harvest.
lin St., or telephone 19$W. Also for
holm, where she has been engaged to proceeds will go to the local work.
sale, 1 Reo -cylinder 4-passenger
All potatoes must be weighed and
Everybody Is invited to attend, goods
teach.
roadster Model N 1917 in good con
plainly tagged with owner’s name and
dition, Geo. B. Hunter.
will be on exhibition in my window.
Mrs. 8. H. Hanson, Miss Margaret bought will be delivered.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS

SCHOLARS DOING THEIR PART
AROOSTOOK BOYS DIE
AT CAMP DEVENS

!

DAYLIGHT SAVING

AT THE DREAM

SUNDAY AUTOMOBILING

C L A S S IFIED ADS

2

1

1

Farmers, Attention

8

10.00

1

NO SUNDAY RIDE?
NEVER M IN D WHAT YOU SAVE
ON GASOLENE
YOU CAN SPEND

ON B. F. A. CIGARSSWEET SMOKE

6

SATISFACTION FOR SIX CENTS

Hon. R. W. Shaw went to Oakfield,
Hanson, and two sons, Kenneth and
Robert, of Fredericton, N. B. are in Saturday evening, where he spoke to
town, tbo guests of Mrs. Hanson’s a large audience in Martin’s Theatre,
on the Fourth Liberty Loan. The meet
mother.
The many Houlton friends of W il ing was presided over by Mr. N. C.
liam Millikan of Bridgewater, who is Martin, chairman, of the Men’s Lib
erty Loan Committee of that town
now at Camp Devens, will be glad to
know that he has been appointed cor- Mrs. S. L. White of Houlton, County
Chairman of the Women’s Liberty
liortl.
Loan Committee for Southern Aroos
Hon. Thos. V. Doherty, who in com took, spoke for a few moments on the
pany with Allen Quimby of Portland statue and duties of the Women’s
baa been on a trip to New York, Committee.
Washington and other places, return
•ed home Saturday.
W. t T. U.
James C. Madlgan who*is in the U.
At
the
meeting
of the W C. T. U.
8. Marine Corps stationed at Bumpon
Thursday,
Sept.
26, the treasurer’s
island in Boston Harbor spent
report
showed
the
year's
work to be
Batnalay and Sunday at home, revery satisfactory.
Amount raised
M a g Monday to his duties.
during the year was $308.80, not in
Harold Ireland who for several years cluding the one hundred dollars for
was employed at J. Watson 4k Co’s has liberty bond, this having been money
resigned his position and is now work on deposit Amount paid out $297.06,
ing for the Grant Northern Paper Co. leaving a small balance.
.-at their works near Monticello.
Irving Cameron and Geo. Fleming
HARVESTING ON SUNDAYS
hate opened a repair shop in the base Houlton, Maine, September 25, 1918.
ment under GtUln’s Grocery store, To Whom It May Concern;—
where, t&ey will do a general business Owing to the long and rainy sea
-of sheet metal, plumbing and steam
.ttth f*

Gao. Pant who for the past seven
yearn has bean employed at the Snell
Mouse, on Saturday resigned his po»A left on the morning train for
for a short vacation and hunt*
m* trip.
Rev. T. P. Williams and wife left
’ThaisAs| for Now,Hampshire, called
MMfe by the death of a friend, there
service at the Congregational
his parish Joining
churches for service.

m

son just passed, and the lateness of
the season, I would say If any farmer
should consider it necessary to se
cure his crop from waste or loss he
would be justified under the present
law in gathering his harvest on the
Sabbath
Day.
This is a matter
which must be left to the individual
conscience but wherever farmers feel
that work on the Lord’s Day is re
quired for the conservation of food
they may rest assured that they in
no way lay themselves liable.
(Signed) C. E. DUNN, Sheriff.

B. S .

G re e n

U n io n S q u a r e

Bro./*.

C om pany

'’M y Clothiers*’

H o u lto n , M a in e

ewelry N ov elties

Seasonable Flowers
a

f

E

v

e

r

y

K

i

n

d

HERE IS SOMETHING SO PAR 
TICULARLY
ATTRACTIVE
ABOUT OUR W IN D O W DISPLAY
THAT VISITORS INVARIABLY STOP
TO ADMIRE OUR SHOWING AND
N A T U R A LLY STEP INSIDE T O
P U R C H A S E . ...................................

C

JEWELRY, CUT GLASS, SILVER
W AR E AND EVERYTHING ELSE
U SU ALLY FOUND IN FIRST-CLASS
JEW ELRY STORES..........................

I. D. Perry
Trw«Ur and Optometrist

Houlton, Maine

We Have the Best
in the Floral Line
Chad wick--Florist
Conservatories 16 High Street, Houlton
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THE NEW REVENUE BILL

This difference takes the place of An estimate of 25 million holders of and growers and wants obedience to
American Government securities is he voluntary believing that to he more
The main features of the war reve- the present 10 per cent, tax on unrli
fairly conservative, allowing for du effective than compulsory. If threeone bill which has been passed by the 4ributed piofits.
fourths of the shippers can grade their
plications, he says.
the
Senate
Ali
interest
paid
(
a
vu
1
on
in
bouse and is now before
With tht1 intensive efforts now be- potatoes then the other fourth can."
debtedness and all (livid nd .. •
'
fcr actio t follows:
The reasons given hv the shippers
from companies subject to in ome tax ing made to urge tin* people to reNormal Tax Twelve per cent, with
are allowed as deductions.
jduee consumption and increase pro- who have not been obeying the rides
abatement to six per cent, on first $4,Beverage Tax Hard liquor, $S per j duction. there should b> a saving this were varied, but not one of them was
in excess of exemption
Exemp
gallon. Wines 16 cents upward peri year that will almost equal the pro regarded as valid. Some made men
tion $1,000 single, $2,000 married,
gallon. according to alcoholic content. post'd total expenditures for war tion of th*1 labor shortage, but it was
for each dependent.
Beers, Ales, Etc. -Six dollars a bar which Secretary MeAdoo * fimates at explained that little extra help was
Surtax— Two per cent, on first
needed in grading potatoes by ma
$24.0110,(toil,ooii,
rel.
$2,500 after exemption of $5,000 run
America has the wealth, the re chinery and attention was called to
Soft Drinks- Thirty per cent, manu
nlng to 65 per cent, on income above
facturers’ tax and two cents at soda sources, the ability, and the inclina tht1 fact that a recent conference
$5,000,000.
lion, which is more than all. to sue-leaded in Trenton to consider the la
fountain.
Tax applies to employes of states,
cessfully
and proper!y finance the |bor situation and to devise means of
Automobiles—
Ten
per
cent,
manu
counties and municipalities exempt
war out of savings, Mr. Harrison [supplying help where needed was at
facturers'
tax
and
$lo
to
$5o
license,
under present law.
tended by only two or three potato
says.
Income from new original issues of according to horsepower.
This is most reassuring and pre ’ growers. This did not indicate that
Time of Payment -One-third with
state, county and municipal bonds is
return, one third, two months later, sents the new issue of Liberty Loan there was any shortage of labor that
included for surtax.
and
final third, four months after re bonds, the Fighting Fourth, in the was really troublesome.
Deduction is allowed for losses on
light of an opportunity not only to i The general impression gathered by
turn.
all transactions entered into for gain.
help finance the war and push it L\Ir. Marked was that some of the ship
Special amortization is allowed for
through to completion but as a pro pers had the idea that the Food Adexpenditures for facilities acquired to
tection and money saving opportunity I minist rat ion would not take any se
execute war contracts.
I nous steps to enforce tht1 grading
to the individual purchasers.
Depletion for mines is allowed ac
From a place1 at the foot, of the list
rules this year, that because the prop
cording to special conditions exisiting
as a nation of savers at the beginning
osition was new those who found it
in each case.
of the great war, the facts ami fig
inconvenient
to do the
grading
Tax-free covenants in bonds apply
uros now obtainable indicate that N E W
J E R S E Y S H I P P E R S A G R E E or who believed if would be profit
only to two per cent, of the amount
easy-going, pleasuring-loving America
TO O B EY R U LE S
able to delay obedience this season
of interest received.
will emerge from tin1 great st ruggl e
would perhaps be scolded but would
Tobacco is Boosted
holding first place in the thrift con Federal Inspector M arked and Official not run any risk or even a slap on the
of Food A d m in istra tio n Find C on
Increases varying from 25 per cent, test. The assertion is made on the
wrist. Win'll they learned that the
ditions Improved at S hipping
to ten per cent, are made in the taxes authority of Milton W. Harrison, s ec
majority of the shippers wen1 volun
on cigars, cigarettes, and manufactur retary of the savings hank section of
Poi nts
tarily and cheerfully obeying the rules
ers of tobacco and snuff.
the American Bankers Association.
and that they must do so if they want
Potato shippers in New Jersey who
The tax on admission and on club
The exigencies of war have laid
<‘(1 to continue in business they de
have
been defying the edict of tin1 U.
and fraternal dues is doubled.
hare the resources and economic pos
cided that they could do what their
Food
Administration regarding
A long list of excise taxes is in sibilities of.all the nations, he sav.s, S.
neighbors and competitors were doing.
cluded on most of which ten per cent. since at the bottom of all efforts to grading, have thrown up their bauds
Produce News.
They have
Of the selling price is levied. This list raise money by 'loans or taxation lies and yelled "Kamerad."
includes automobiles, pianos, jewelry, the essential factor of the ability of surrendered, have promised to he good
God intended that there should bo
and have agreed to do what some of
cameras,
photographers,
sporting the people to save.
one day each week as an especial day
goods, furs, yachts, moving picture
Switzerland has always been point them had declared was impossible.
for the culture of home tics.
A day
F. L. Marked, supervising inspector
films, clocks, candy, automobile tires ed out by economic writers as leading'
when tin1 father would he home from
and auto accessories. Also a tax of the nations as a ‘‘saver.’’
Next to of the Bureau of Markets at this office work, and the children home from
two cents a gallon on gasoline is im Switzerland these writers have placed spent last Friday and Saturday in New school, and the mother have less of
posed.
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, i Jersey in company with H. J. Eustace, household car*1, when all could put
Section 905 of the bill covers the so- France, Netherlands, Germany, and who is G. Harold Powell s right hand on theii best clothes, sing their sweet
called luxury taxes, prescribing a tax Great Britain, the United States oc man in the Food Administration in est songs, and enjoy a day of love.
of
per cent, of the amount paid for cupying a place at the foot of tht1 list Washington. They visited several im The Sabbath should never he made a
any of the following articles in excess with a percentage of only 11. On portant shipping points and inspected day of labor in the home. The work
of the price specified for each.
the face of recent calculations this many cars of potatoes about to bo of each home should he so arranged
( shipped. They found a few cases in
— Carpets
and rugs, including percentage is obviously incorrect.
|
that it <an la* done almost entirely
! which the rules wen1 not being obeyed
fiber, in excess of $5 per square yard.
in six days and as evenly as possible
The only fair comparison which can
hut they found onlv one shipper who
^ 2— Picture frames in excess of $10
in each day. "Six days shalt thou la
be made in order to determine the i
W
idid
not readily promise future obeeach.
bor and do all thy work."
potential savings ability of the world
: dimice.
3— Trunks in excess of $50 each.
is to take the figures of France, Great
4_Valises,
taveling bags,
suit
We always class children, birds and ,
Britain, the United States and Ger * At the close of their trip Messrs.
cases, hat boxes, used by tavelers and
many, Mr. Harrison says.
Not until ' Marked and Eustace said that they flowers together. And why? Because
fitted toilet cases, in excess of $25
these countries were faced with tht1 had found conditions fairly satisfac they should he equally beautiful, in- j
each.
supreme tests of the great war were tory‘ and Mr. Marked said thov wore I( noeent and happy. We should never j
5— Purses, pocketbooks, shopping
they able to determine the extent of much better than they were two weeks j rob childhood of its ideal loveliness. [
and hand bags, in excess of $7.50 each. their
respective
resources.
Of ago when he first began his investiga j Even old people should be gay, ami jI
— Portable lighting fixtures, in
course, America had the greatest tion into tlie conditions which had
{happy and good: too good to overcloud
cluding lamps of all kinds and lamp
opportunity of all to build a firm been exposed by The Produce News. i
'
I
shades, In excess of $25 each.
Mr.
Marked
made
a
report
to
the
Food
i the children's horizon with angrv
financial foundation at the obvious
7— Umbrellas, parasols and sun
expense of the other three nations Administration iti which he said that j eyes ind lowering brows, nor turn
shades, in excess of $4 each.
while it was a neutral nation, he is ’ conditions were better, that the ship j their merriment to discord by enn
careful to point out, and this has prov pers had agreed to grade their ship
How it Affects Clothing
Allow the ui all
t inual fault-finding.
—
Fans, in excess of $1 each. ed immensely valuable to the allied ments and that further trouble is not
anticipated.
Mr.
Marked
has
been
in
the freedom consistent with absolute
9— House or smoking coats or jackcause. Excess capital and gold were
ets, and bath or lounging robes, in ex forced to the United States creating structed to keep his eye on the situa safety. Let Hum play and lie hap
a reserve which at present is being tion and if conditions drop back to py but teach Un in self-centrol. God's
cess of $7.50 each.
10— Men’s waistcoats, sold sepamost advantageously used in the what they were a month ago the of estimate of self rout rol is this: "He
fenders will not be warned but will
rately from suits, in excess of $5 each. prosecution of the war.
that is slow to anger is better than
11— Men’s and boys’ suits or over Counting as savings not only the be penalized as a warning to others.
the
mighty, and he that ruleth his
"The grading of potatoes under the
coats, not including military or naval money deposited in banks but. also
officers’ uniforms, in excess of $50 that invested in various enterprises Food Administration rules is a radical own spirit, than ho that taketh a
each.
for the development of industries, the stop," said Inspector Marked, "and too <•it v."
12— Women’s and misses’ suits,large amount absorbed by insurance much ought not to he expected at the
cloaks and ooats, in excess of $50 companies and other such agencies start. But the rules, while strict,
etch.
the normal savings of Great Britain art1 not onerous or impossible of en
C r a y H a ir
13— Women’s and misses’ dresses,have been estimated at $1,500,()00.000 forcement and any shipper who wishes
in excess of $40.
per annum while those of the United to obey them can do so. 1 found that
ad shippers and growers were-enthu - '
14— Women’s and misses’ hats, bonStates are placed at $6,500,000,000.
siastie in praising tin1 plan of grading '
nets and hoods, in excess of $15 each.
H
m
M
k
Before the war France was charac
very mrritnriuB preparation for re
potatotes, even those1 who had not
15— Men’s and boys’ hats, in excess
storin
g
n
atu
ral
color
to
gray
i
r
fade)
h
a
ir,
for
rem
ov
terized as a nation of bend buyers.
been grading them declaring that the ing dandruff and as a hair driv ing Is not a dye.
of $5 each.
Great Britain as a nation of stock
Generous sized bottles at at) d e'ers, ready to use
plan was lint1 ami would result in good
16— Men’s and boys’ caps, in excess
whenyouget it. PlIILC) HAY Co. Newark, N. J.
holders, Germany as a nation of sav
ad around.
of
each.
ings-bank depositors, and America as
" ’Die Food Administration does not
17— Men’s, women’s, misses’ and
a nation of life insurance policy hold
want to resort to such drastic meas
boys’ boots, shoes, pumps and slippers
ers. Still the amount of actual sav
ures as revoking license's. It prefers
iii excess of
a pair.
ings, including time certificates of de
to gain the co-operation of shippers
18— Men’s and boys’ neckties, in ex
:BUY:
posit in the 28,000 banks of the United
cess of
each.
States total something over $9,500.19— Men's and boys’ silk hose, in
000,000 in 26,500,000 accounts.
The
excess of $7.50 each.
amount of such deposits in England is |
— Women’s and misses silk hose,
$1,250,000,000 in 16,500,000 accounts;
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
in excess of
a pair.
in France. $1,000,000,000 in 15,000,000 often indicates a general weakness of
ISSUED BY THE
21— Men’s shirts, in excess of $2
accounts,
while in Germany the the body and local treatments in the
UNITED STATES
each.
GOVERNM ENT.
23-Ktaono8, petticoats and waists
savinf '*
form of snuffs and vapors only irritate
25.000,000 accounts which is less than
ana do little if any good.
in excess of $15 each.
that of America by $1,500,000.
A M ) WIN Till; W A R
T o correct catarrh you should treat
Array of Special Taxes
The way in which Great Britain,
its cause by enriching your blood with
A long array of special taxes ap- France, America and Germany have1
the oil-food in Scott’s Emulsion which
pears In the bill Many of the special j absorbed war loan after war loan is
taxes under the existing law are ma excellent evidence of national savings is a medicinal food and a buildingterially Increased, and many new ability, Mr. Harrison says, and the tonic, free from any harmful drugs.
taxes are added. The tax on brokers United States topnotehes them all. It is helping thousands. T ry it.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield,N. J.
is increased from $30 to $100. In ad
dition, memberships in any exchange
tV A T J V W V V W A W A rjV V V A V .N V V ^ V .V V .V .’. W . V .
•ostlng not more than
are taxed
an additional $40; $2,000 to $5,000,
$100; more than $5,000, an additional
$150.
Theatre taxes are considerably in
creased and graduated as follows:
Seating capacity not exceeding 250
$50; 250 to 500, $100; 500 to 800, $150;
Contains no Opiates, Chloral or Cocaine
exceeding 800, $
.
E asy to Take.
Free Sam ples
Stamp taxes on bonds of all sorts,
BALLARD GOLDEN OIL CO., OKI Tow n, M a in e
stock certificates, sales of produce on
exchanges, drafts, checks, convey
ances, playing cards and innumerable
other articles are included.
W ar Profits Tax— Eighty per cent,
on excess over average profit for pre
war years, 1911-12-13, with exemption
of
per cent, for new capital and for
sub-normal pre-war earnings.

000

$200

AMERICA STANDS
FIRST IN THRIFT

POTATO GRADING BETTER

20

1

6

8

Bottles of

PERU N A

Greatest Human Vitalizer
‘‘D,uLr„,ngr, the winters of 1897
and 1898, I w as so badly afflicted
with catarrh of the head and
thought I must surely die from
. A fte r, trying many doctors
and all other recommended rem
edies made known to me, I w as
induced to use Peruna.
I w as
en#tlEe,y by using- twelve
i ea °,f Peruna and one bottle
or# »Manalin.
hA®«nc£r
tI5ae* 1 have never
been without Peruna,
I use it
for °o!da and aa a general tonle
Bnd EaU months
Vitalize?-U tlle grreate8t human
Sold Everywhere

’. f A

BUR
and k (.. o

Mr. W m . A. H artm ans,

217 %

Liquid or Tablet Form
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DEALERS,

Bangor, Main#)
HOULTON

California Electric Generating
Company
First Mortgage o’s
I Li** >»-;it(-mii»-i' 1. Bits

r r ic c S.^atul luierei't

I it tail- "ii r* <ju<-f

Bonbright & Company
Incorporated
R. A. tS: lb

L.

Shawinut

Bank

New York

M a n n in g ,

Philadelphia

M anagers

B u ild in g ,

Boston

Chicago

Detroit

H a ro ld 1\ Marsh, Representa tive. 15 State St.,

Ban gor

$2

$10

.WHATCATARRHIS

$2

20

$2

$2000

R elief From

Those

W. S. S.

HOULTON, MAIN.E

S ave Tim e and Potatoes— M on P Vj

H eadaches

A Safe, Mild, Effective Remedy

Ballard's Golden Headache Tablets

200

for the Farm ers

BOGG S POTATO GRADER

10

Excess Profits Tax— Exemption of
$
plus eight per cent, on invested
capital. Tax— Thirty-five per cent on
difference between exemption and 15
per cent, on invested capital; 50 per
lent. On amount between 15 per cent,
and 20 per cent.; 70 per cent, on ex
cess over 25 per cent.

3,000

Twenty per cent, under either alter
native, in cases where the only nomi
nal capital Is involved.
These alternative taxes apply to
corporations only (not to partnerships
or Individuals) and the government
takes whichever tax is the higher.
How Corporations Are Hit
Corporation Income Tax— Eighteen
per cent, on net income (after war
profits or excess tax— with abatement
to
per cent, on amount distributed
ill dividends or paid to reduce lnterest-beering indebtedness.

12

REPRESENTED ON THE FRONT
You have a feeling of groat satisfaction w h en
you know that you are doing your duty in a
just cause.
You may not he able to go on the firing line, but
you can summon your dollars.
Subscribe now to Fourth Liberty Loan Bond?

H o ultoin, M ain e

g.

Second St., Muskogee, Oklahoma,
thus describes his case. Read his
letter.

, oCi,OO1,

tt«>r \
a b l,

>

* O vi

I Was
Entirely
Cured

{

The law requires the grading of potatoes and this trachine
does the work
Call and see it

JAMES S. PEABODY,

Brngor St.
Houffon, Maine
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'AMERICAN AVIATOR

($7,000,000,000 army estimates,
the state’s quota as having been furn it to recommend the action to the
Victory Bread, Householders are askj There are now about 3,200,000 men ished for the nation’s military needs.
ed to use all substitutes in making
President. It was understood, how
under arms, and the plan is to regisPhysical qualifications are slightly ever, that the purpose was to con
Prepared by Prof. Frances R. Free bread. Corn meal used in making
First Lieut. David Endicott Put trants to the colors between now and higher for naval needs, and the order serve stocks of corn and rice, which
man, Home Economics Director, Uni- corn bread should be purchased sepa
nam,
“ the American Ace of Aces,” July. Gen. Crowder estimated that directs that local boards shall select in recent years have been largely
'
ted States Food Administration, Oro- rately according to the voluntary con
who downed at least 26 enemy planes half of these will be obtained from no man for the navy who cannot use substituted for barley in brewing.
servation plan.
no, Maine.
and had been awarded the Croix de registrants of 19 to 20 years and 32 fully the English language, and who
Rye flour also may be sold as a sub
In announcing the new order, food
8UG AR LES8 GINGERBREAD:
Guerre and Medalle Militaire, was to 36 years.
has not a complete status as a citizen
stitute with wheat flour on the basis
administration officials said that even
% cup fat
Provost
Marshal-General
Crowder
killed last Wednesday afternoon in
of the United States. Special calls for
of two pounds of rye flour and three
after the breweries are shut down
\xk cups molasses
an air battle while patrolling the has announced orders to local draft men having technical or educational
pounds of wheat flour. Whole wheat
Dec. 1 they will have on hand in their
cup boiling water
American lines. Elis machine glided boards which will permit the volun qualifications for the navy will also
vats sufficient stocks of beer to last
and graham flour containing at least
% teaspoon salt
to earth at Limey within the Ameri tary induction of draft registrants in be issued from time to time.
These
from two to six months. The sale of
95 per cent of the wheat berry may !
eggs
can linos, where it was found that to the navy and marine corps and pro will be tilled by local boards in the
this
will not be prohibited.
be
sold
without
substitutes.
teaspoon soda
he had been shot twice through the vide for drafts of men to be assigned same manner as army calls have been
taaspoon ginger
V ictory Mixed Flours
heart. He was buried, according to to those services if voluntary indue-! filled, with provision for voluntary incup cornflour
The new Victory Mixed flours will the dispatches received from France tions do not suffice to fill the de-J d action.
cups barley flour
j
be of four kinds: mixed wheat and Thursday, in a field golden with but luamls.
Cream the fat, add the molasses and
Calls for men for the navy will go
barley flour, mixed wheat and corn tercups ami a grave beside Lufbery,
-the boiling water. Add the sifted dry flour, mixed wheat, barley and corn
:BU Y=
out before the end of this month, and j
Blair and Thaw.
Ingredients to the first mixture. Add
marine
corps
contingents
will
be
calj
flour and mixed wheat and rye flour.
So came to a sudden close the
Use of any food stuffs except barley
the eggs last. Bake the cake in a shal
|
Mixed wheat and barley flour will be career of a remarkable young Ameri led within a few weeks.
malt and hops in the brewing of beer
low pan-in a moderate oven
The order, quoting sections of the J
in the proportion of one pound of bar can, who, at the age of 20, had attain
and near-beer after Oct. 1 is prohibitB NOW PUD D IN G :
ley flour to four pounds of wheat ed the pinnacle of distinction as a man-power law which make the term
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
j
ed
bv a proclamation signed by Pres
1 tablespoon granulated gelatin
flour: mixed wheat and corn flour will soldier. His death came at a time military service include the navy and i
IS S U E D B Y T H E
ident Wilson. The President previoustablespoons cold water
U N IT E D S T A T E S
be in the proportion of one pound of when he was preparing to start for marine corps, announces that separ
|ly had ordered the brewing of all beer
GOVERNMENT.
% cup boiling water
|corn flour and four pounds of wheat the United States on a furlough to vis ate calls hereafter will be issued to
'stopped next Dec. 1.
eggs whites (use yolks for salad flour; mixed wheat, barley and corn
secure
men
for
all
divisions
of
the
it his mother, Mrs. Frederick H. Put
The proclamation signed was not
dressing or for soft custard sauce) flour in the proportion of one pound of
nam at 47 Englewood avenue. Brook service. State quotas will be alloted made public nor did the food admin- j
scant cup syrup or % cup honey corn flour and one pound of barley
line. In this home, which the young to fill marine and naval requirements. istration issue any statement explain
cup lemon juice
flour to eight pounds of wheat flour: hero had never seen, a room had been
After a call has been issued, marine ing the conditions which had caused 1
Soak gelatin in cold water, dissolve j and mixed wheat flour in the propor
set apart for him, furnished in a and navy recruiting offices may ask
in boiling water, add the sweetening ; tion of not less than two pounds of rye
simple manner that would be to his for the voluntary induction of men to
and lemon juice, strain and allow to j flour with three pounds wheat flour.
liking. It was while Mrs. Putnam was fill the call. If the total is not secur
cool; stir mixture occasionally. When J
These flours will be labelled with discussing with admiring friends the ed by that method, the boards will or
quite thick beat with egg beater until
the contents and must not be sold at promise of her son’s future promotion der sufficient men forward to make up
frothy, add egg whites beaten stiff
more than the standard wheat flour. and of his coming visit to her, that the quota. The men will be mobilized
and continue beating the mixture un
and transported in the sairn manner
When buying the mixed flours or the news of his death reached her.
til stiff enough to hold its shape, i
whole wheat or graham flour contain “ I Will Come Back to You,” He Wrote as are those of the national irmv.
Mould in a large dish or in individual
ing 95 per cent of the wheat berry, no
Mrs. Putnam received the news with
Men responding either to the induc
cups.
Serve with a soft custard
wheat substitutes need be bought.
admirable fortidude. She at first held tion or call method will be counted in
sauce.
The rules limiting the sales by re out a vain hope that it was not true.
, 8 0 F T C U 8T A R D :
tailers of wheat flour to an eighth of a She telephoned the adjutant-general's
pint milk
barrel in cities and a quarter of a bar office in Washington and was some
*/k scant cup syrup or M cup honey rel in sparsely settled districts have what buoyed up to learn that the To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme ■
Judicial Court, next to be held at
teaspoons salt
been rescinded and thru previous rule cabled report was not officially con
Houlton, in the County of Aroostook
2 whole eggs or 4 yolks
limiting millers, retailers and bakers firmed, but as details of the fatal bat
and State of Maine:
teaspoon vanilla
Mary A. Goodhue of Fort Fairfield
to thirty days’ supply of flour is chang tle in which her son figured began to
.Scald milk in double boiler, add ed to permit a sixty days' supply.
reach her. she displaced her hope for in said County of Aroostook, respect-1
fully represents that on the 13th day'
syrup, salt and stir together.
Pour
Regulations provide that a dealer patience and resignation.
of May. 1916, at Washburn in said ,
slowly on to slightly beaten eggs stir
O R home defence, for hunting or for target shooting, huy the kind of
may sell wrheat flour and wheat flour
"The mothers of the United States County, she was lawfully married to j
ring constantly. Cook in double boil
cartridges the pistol and revolver experts demand and champions depend
substitutes to any person ir excess of and in all the countries of the allies William Goodhue then a resident of j
on to w in — the Rem ington U M C “ R ed B all” brand.
er until mixture thickens and coats
said Washburn, by I). M. Story, a Jus-!
his reasonable requirements for a are doing what God did. He gave His tire of the Peace, that ever since said
the spoon. Add vanilla. Remove from
Knowing that a single “unaccountable” w ild shot may cost him the match,
period of sixty days without the con only begotten Son that liberty might time, she has conducted herself to-'
one misfire in a hundred shots throw him out of his w inning “form ,” the
Are.
sent of an official of the Food Admin have life,” she said, as she held in her wards said Libelee as a faithful, true
target champion chooses Remington U M C Cartridges.
—*•
B A K E D IN D IA N PU D D IN G :
istration.
hands a letter from Lt. Putnam to her ami affectionate wife but that sait},
Tie know, tliat ever aince lie looked down the *igkt* of hi* firat pistol, he he* found
I
Libelee, regardless of his marriage'
quart milk
Remington UMC Cartridge* all right.
-,
in which he said:
covenant
and
duty,
from
the
time
of
cup cornmeal
The
old
cattlem
an
—
who
“
packed
*
tix-ehooter
till
he
v
u
lopsided”
an
d
still
deligh
t*
in
“ This I will say, that if I go. I will his said marriage was guilty of cruel
“ amoking up" a thieving coyote when he get* a chance—says, “ Give me Remington UMC
teaspoon salt
‘Red Bail’ brand cartridge* every time—they shoot tight,"
-UCHJBT.1'IJ St n
die
fighting. But I do not think I will and allusive treatment of your said
No one understands more fully the
A cup syrup
Libelant, that by reason of said cruel
go.
I
will
come
back
to
you.”
Sold
by
Sfarting
Goods
Dtalers
in
Y o u r Community
and allusive treatment your Libelant
A cup shredded cocoanut
j thing we are fighting than that loyal
was
compelled
to
separate
from
said
Weeping
softly
as
she
read
and
re
American citizen who happens to have
teaspoon mace
*2Tu R E M IN G T O N A R M S U N IO N
i Libelee on or about the 21st day of
been under the German yolk.
Such read this letter. Mrs. Putnam describ
% teaspoon cinnamon
M
ETA LLIC C A R T R ID G E CO.. Inc.
I August 1916, which separation has
Largett Manufacturert of Firearms and
Heat the milk to the boiling point. a person has had every opportunity ed her son’s going away and remark (•ontinued up to the filing of this libel.
Ammunition in the World
That your Libelant has made dili-1
Add cornmeal, stirring constantly. to contrast autocracy with democracy, ed that even since she had seen him
WOOL W ORTH BLDG. NEW YORK
gent
inquiry,
but
that
the
residence
of
Cook ten to fifteen minutes.
Add living with let live, and material phy he had grown into a man's estate. She
j said Libelee is unknown to your Libelother ingredients. Bake in a greased sical development with n oral, spirit said that through their frequent cor [ant, and cannot be ascertained by rearespondence
she
and
her
son
had
be
ual growth.
pan in a slow oven for one hour.
i sonab le diligence. That there is no
The statement made recently by a come acquainted as they never were j collusion between them to obtain a
JUN K ET:
[divorce; but that your Libelant be-;
German born woman having two sons before.
cups whole milk
1
“ And what could lx1 more glorious,” lieves that said bonds of matrimony1
and seven nephews in the United
% cup syrup or % cup honey
I oughts to be dissolved, wherefore she
States Army. It shows how first-hand she said, “ than to die fighting the iprays that a divorce inav be decreed,
junket tablet
(Signed) M A RY A. GOODHUE
knowledge of the w-orkings of the enemy? lt was a glorious death my jj
tablespoon cold water
j Signed and sworn to bel'oie me this
German military partly whets the ap son had, to glide down to earth on ter- |10th dav of September, IBIS.
teaspoon vanilla
Heat milk and syrup in a double predation of American ideals. She ritory held by the American troops (L. S.)
(Signed) Herbert T. Powers
boiler until lukewarm. Crush the jun says: “ I am German born. My father after he had done his best and given ;i
j
Notary Public.
his
all.”
|
and
his
fathers
before
him
for
cen
ket tablet and dissolve it in cold wat
In March, 1917, young Putnam for-:1<L. S.)
er and add to milk. Add vanilla and turies lived in Prussia and worked
sook his studies at Harvard, where he !' A R O O S T O O K , ss
stir thoroughly and quickly. Pour at hard all their lives. Not one of them
Supreme Judicial Court.
September Term, 1918
once into glass serving dishes and let ever came to own enough Prussian was in the class of 1920 and crossed ]
stand undisturbed until firm, then soil to fill a tin can. When we were to France on a cattle boat. He attain- j In this action it is ordered by the
court that notice be given said Libel
chill. Serve with fresh berries or grown my father came with us to ed a sergeancy in the Lafayette es- ee, by publishing the libel and this
cadrille,
but
accepted
a
lieutenancy
grate nutmeg over surface and serve America. Every one of his four boys
order of court three successive weeks
has worked just as hard astheir fore in the U. S. aviation corps, after this in the HOULTON TIMES a news
with cream.
fathers worked in Prussia, but every country entered the war, and was re paper printed and published at Houl
TA P IO C A F R U IT M OLD:
|ton in said County of Aroostook, the
one of them has become rich because stored to his American citizenship.
cups milk
last publication to be at least thirty
In a letter to his sister, Dorothy, j
he worked in a country where a free
days before the next term of this
cup honey or Vz cup syrup
who
recently
became
the
wife
of
Lt.
j
court in said County of Aroostook to
man has some chance. I have two
I level tablespoons small tapioca
Harold D. Hayes of the 101st engi- ; be held at Houlton, in said county, on
sons
and
seven
nephews
in
the
Army.
teaspoon vanilla
the third Tuesday of November, 1918;
One of my boys is in France.
We neers. David claimed to have 16 boehe ! that he may then and there appear
cup cream
planes
to
his
credit
officially.
know what these Prussian military
and defend if he sees fit.
Berries for garnishing
A ttest:
Heat milk in a double boiler, add autocrats want to do in the world, and
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
we
are
glad
to
fight
hard
to
prevent
sweetening and stir in the tapioca.
C om m ission M erch an t
of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Cook tor 30 minutes. Pour in a bowl It.”
A true copy of libel and order of
to cool, then add vanilla and fold in
Phone 196-W
Hamilton-Burnham Block
An army of 4,800,000 by next July, court thereon.
Main 8treet.
Love is a great home-maker, that after all deductions have been made Attest *
the cream which has been whipped.
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
Ornament with fresh berries, chill and makes even the drudgery of house for
casualties and rejections, is
338
keeping a pleasure, and home life a what the enlarged American military
serve.
foretaste of the bliss of heaven. One program calls for, Gen. March ex
F R U IT 8A U C E:
cannot
get too much love into one’s plained this to the House appropria
cup fresh fruit (raspberries, straw
home-making,
but easily too little.
tions committee, in discussing the new
berries, sliced peaches, cherries)
cup white syrup
Heat syrup to boiling and pour over
fruit and mix carefully.

WAR TIME RECIPES

KILLED N ACTION

1

2
1
1
1
1*4

USE OF FOODSTUFFS
FOR BEER LIMITED

W. S. S.

2

3

AM) WIN THE WAR

1*4
*4

1

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

1-8

Pistol and R evolver Cartridges

14

for Shooting R ight

F

1
1
.1
4
4
*4

THE THING WE ARE FIGHTING

J

3

COAL and W O O D

1
1
1

WOOD: Hard and soft wood, quality
and measure guaranteed.
Special :
Hodgdon Slab Wood $7.60 it 4 ft.,
length, $8.50 in 16 in. length.
GOAL: Best Canadian soft coal in car
load lots or less.

2
^4

1
1

J. F. Jackins

4,800,000 ARMY

BY NEXT JULY

1

^4

B A K E D C U 8T A R D :
quart milk
% cup syrup
teaspoon salt
3 eggs
% teaspoon vanilla
Heat the milk, add the syrup and
salt. Stir in the eggs which are slight
ly beaten.
Add vanilla.
Bake In a
moderately hot oven fifteen to twentyfive minutes or until a sharp pointed
Tcnife inserted in custard comes out
clean.
GRAPE 8 H E R B IT :
teaspoon gelatin
tablespoon cold water
. cup Syrup or Vz cup honey
H cup water
% cup grape juice
Soak gelatin in 1 tablespoon of cold
water, dissolve it in boiling syrup and
water. Let mixture cool, add grape
Juice and lemon juice and freeze.

1

>4

1
1
1

NEW RULING ON
WHEAT SUBSTITUTES
Whole rice, rolled oats, corn starch,
hominy, and corn grits can no longer
be sold as substitutes for wheat flour,
according to a statement given out by
the Food Administration in reply to
Inquiries from grocers.
A new list of substitutes was an
nounced when the new flour saving
rules went Into effect September 1st.
Following Is the official list as an
nounced by the Maine Division of the
Food Administration:
Bnrley, flour, corn meal, corn flour,
kaffir flour, milo flour, feterita flour,
rleo flour, oat flour, peanut flour, po
tato flour, sweet potato flour, bean
flour usd buckwheat flour.
|
Retailers may sell any of these sub-:
•tltutea with standard wheat flour on
the basis of one pound of substitute |
to lour pounds of wheat flour. Retail
ere are required to keep barley flour,;
corn flour, and corn meal in stock to i
•el) as substitutes so the consumer j

-1

-1

have them for mixture in making

Run-Down People
Vinol is What Yon Need

W eak, run-down nervous men and women need
V inol because it contains the most famous recon
structive tonics in an agreeable and easily digested
fo rm : — B eef and Cod L iv e r Peptones, Iron and
Manganese Peptonates and Glycerophosphates.
W e guarantee there is no tonic equal to Vinol. Detroit, Mich.

HERE IS PROOF
Texarkana, Texas.

#<I got into a weak, run-down con
dition, no appetite, tired all the time
and headaches — but had to keep
around and do my housework. I read
about Vinol and tried it—within two
weeks I commenced to improve, and
now have a splendid appetite and feel
stronger and better in every way. ”—
lira. John F. Watson.

' I keep house and I was weak, run*
down anc
id nervous, back ached a good
deal of the time, so it was hard to
take care of my chickens and do my
work-Vinol has restored my strength,
and my nervousness has gone, so
I can do my work as well as ever.
Every run-down woman should take
Vinol."— Mrs. Emma Britt.

Wo- all run-down, nervous, anaemlo conditions, weak women, overworked men,
feeble old people and delicate children, there is no remedy like TlnoL

Hrfo{ Creates Strength

HATHEW AY

DRUG

COMPANY

and Druggists Everyw here

ri

i
N
3
I
3
|

i
I
t

i

K
Tsar Oat— Fill In— Hand Letter-Carrier— or Mail to Post Office
TO THE LOCAL POSTMASTER:—Kindly have letter-carrier deliver
to me on.
-----.... for which I will pay on delivery:
CDoto)
___$5.
U. S. WAR-SAVINGS STAMPS at $......................
each
Il*4l
lla* arises M i s j
___25c.
U.
S.
THRIFT
STAMPS
at
25c.
each.
UwlfcMDWawd,' 1
Name

MWOaTTMS

i
9

Address

W
S .&
W ISH NItlM N

i!
H

W. S. S. GOST DURING 1916
$4.15 | M r
$4.16 I Oct.
$4.21
Mar
4.16 Ao«.
4.19
Nov.
*21
Jun«
4.17 I Sept!
4.20 I Qoc.
423
W. S. S. WORTH *5.00 JANUARY I. 1923

April

83

H ess

Sleep Sw eetly

" l
8

C offee, -tea and som e other drinks
when taken at the evening meal tend
t o keep som e people awake.

PO STU M
O n e c y f 't H e m e r i t s

o f

is th at it never affects nerves or heart.

In fa c t one can drink as much Postum
as he p le a s e s ju s t b e fo r e bed
tim e and no ill resu lts follow , fo r
P o s fu m is pure and absolu tely
■free fr o m ca ffein e o r a n y other
h a rm fu l dru g o r su bstance.
Postum com es in t w o fo rm s ;
Postum Cereal, which m ust be boiled,
and Instant Postum, made in the cup
in a moment:. They are equally delicious
and the cost per cup is about the same.

"There's a Reason ”

I

3
83
83
8
3
83
8
3
8
3
8
3
8

i3
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would send me some clippings from
1
the Houlton papers. I haven’t seen
any of the boys from home yet, they
are very hard to locate as everything
is kept so “ mum.”
Advtg:.
the front a lot sooner than I expected.
Mother have you got the stuff I sent
I only hope I will get home a lot soon
C. A. Powers of Ft. Fairfield was in
M. E. Murphy, electrician who has
'took Chapter, the following in the er than I expected. I don’t think the you just before I came over? 1 ex town last week on business.
been doing special work for the Fort
month of Sept., 2 sweaters, 34 pairs of war will last a great deal longer and pect you just about worried yourself
C. VV. Starkey has just installed a Kent Electric Co. is spending a week
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Adams of Oak- service socks, 1 pair mittens, 18 winto death until you got the card I
motor in his market for grinding bone, at home with his family and will refleld spent last week here with rela-1ter bed shirts, 1 cotton hospital shirt, I certainly want to he here at the mailed you at the wharf.
tlves.
5 chemises, 6 boy's refugee suits, 4 1grand finish.
hamburg steak, etc.
turn to Fort Kent Saturday.
Tell all the people to write because
Mr. Asa Adams left Saturday for bandages, bed socks and 10 housej startetj a letter last night hut had
Hon.
( ’has. P.
Barnes returned
„ . ,
a letter from home would he as good
Waterville where he will attend Colby w|ves.
to stop on account ot darkness as we <
, .
Tuesday from a business trip to BanRev. H. H. Cosman who will leave
. .
; to me as a whole days rations.
College.
„ ,
gor.
*
Mrs. Edd Bliss and daughter, Helen, Littleton in a few weeks to take up have no lights
Give my love to all brothers and sisThe man on the Water Wagon is
Back again after an hour of drill.
spent last Wednesday with Miss Mar the work in another place, came to the
ters.
Littleton
F.
B.
Church
4
years
ago
last
ion French.
1 suppose by the time you get this
satisfied if he is drinking Maple Spring
From your loving son.
Mr. Roy Bither was laid up for a June. During his stay the church ha
O v e r O n e H u n d r e d Y ears
water.
the Kiddos will he in school.
lew days by bruising the cords of his prospered, a debt on the parsonage
Corporal Forman H. Smith
How
is
Dad
and
are
you
well?
Eve
Miss Pauline Smith left Monday to
has been paid, a new vestry built and
ankle on a potato wagon.
Supply Co. 303rd H. F. A.
Mrs. Isaac Hutchinson and son, As- all branches of church work have been ry arrival of mail my heart goes in my
resume her work at the University of
bra, of Hodgdon, spent Sunday with Improved, 65 new members have been mouth in hopes there will he a letter
American Expeditionary Forces Maine.
added to the church. Both Mr. and
"Mr. Henry Howard and family.
from
home.
So
you
will
write
often
Enlist in this war against waste with
Anodyne
France
Mrs. Naomi Logie and Mrs. Hugh Mrs. Cosman have made many friend
a Round Oak Range or Heater from
Boles returned last Friday from a 4 during their residence here who will and send me Gordon's address. Tell
/ A doctor’s prescription for 1
sincerely regret their departure but Mabel, Jim, Hazel and Anah to write.
weeks visit with relatives in N. B.
Hamilton & Grant Co.
l internal and external use. /
* The Church at Linneus Corner has the best wishes of their many friends I think of you often and think of the
Hon. Peter Charles Keegan of Van
A
wonderfully
soothing, healing, pain
had a new outside chimney built and will go with them to their new field
The people in Maine won't worry
quieting Anodyne for Coughs, Colds,
day when I shall he home again how
Buren, was a business caller in town
a new furnace placed in, last week.
Grippe,
Sore
Throat,
Cramps, Chills, and
of labor.
about the new gasoline order. The last Thursday.
many other aches and pains. Quickly
There was a large attendance at the ever 1 shall see some hard work be
Mrs. Geo
Boone and daughter,
kind
of
whiskey
they
sell
up
there
will
•tops suffering
Clara, of Hartland, are visiting Mrs. farewell reception given in honor of fore the finish.
With any kind of fuel you are safe
run any automobile anywhere.
Boone's sister, Mrs. Amos Morrison. Rev. H. H. Cowman and wife at the
Love to all,
with a Round Oak Range or Heater
Mrs. James Hannan spent last week Grange Hall, on Thursday evening
— Pittsburg Post.
Your loving sen. Coy.
from Hamilton & Grant Co.
with relatives in Doaktown and Mir- Refreshments of sandwiches, cake and
Mrs. Emma Boone has returned
amich, N. B. returning last Saturday. coffee were served after which a short
Mr. Lewis Bubar and sister, Mrs. program of singing, a recitation by
from a six-weeks trip to Boston, New
Fiance, 191S
Roy Niles spent Saturday night and Natalie Ewings, and remarks by L. P
York and Detroit.
September. 26, 1918.
Sunday with Mr. Millard Moore and Berry and Chas. B. Porter, on the good My dear Mother:
Every slice cut just right by Star- i
work done by Mr. Cosman who res
Hall of Rockabema Lodge No 78
How is every one in our state? 1
family.
.. .
key's automatic, meat slicer.
I. O. O. F.
Mr. James Hannan sold his farm on ponded in a pleasing manner thank wished you could have seen some of
the James Bither road, to Mr. Vernon ing all for the help he had received in
Miss Hope Jones of Portland, is
Chas. A. Lyons
Sterritt who will occupy the same in many ways, especially for the gener the sights I have seen, you would feel
Whereas it has pleased Almighty visiting relatives and friends in town
just
as
young
as
some
young
lady
ous donation of $105 received on this
the spring.
God, in His infinite wisdom, to re for a feiv weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cordrey and son, occasion. The program closed by all about seventeen.
move by death our esteemed and be
Earl, of Waterville, came Saturday singing “ Blest Be The Tie.’’
Dwight Davis left last week for
Our voyage across was just wonder loved brother. Charles A. Lyons, now
to attend the funeral of his brother,
Portland, where he expects to enlist
ful, I have seen what I never expected therefore, be it
Geo. B. Cordroy.
. ...
RESOLVED- That the home of our in the U. S. Navy.
was going on m this world today. The <le(.,.aKeil l m,
has lost a kind an(l
Mrs. Boyd Burton and baby, of Is
to
P. H. Tarbell has been confined
land Falls, returned home Sunday f t
people here are not any further ad- loving Husband and Father, our town
This season of the year is when one
ter a two weeks’ visit with her sister, the house with a severe cold.
vaneed now than they were in old and county a useful, patriotic citizen. enjoys drinking Maple Spring Water. YOUR F UTUR E is what you make it.
Azial
Roach
was
in
Houlton
last
Mrs. Otis Bither.
If you are ambitious, you can make it
Quite a number of relatives here of week to attend a meeting of the coun Bible times. 1 am seeing the real an(1 our L o(l^e and 0r(ler ()ne of its Its good for the health. Leave your a SUCCESS by taking a course of
ty
Liberty
Loan
Committee.
Mrs. John Hughes of Houlton attended
thing now. just like those Sunday
HESOI,V E D - T h a t the life and work orders at the TIMES Office.
study with us. Write or phone.
The many friends of Win. Haskell
a family reunion there last Wednes
school cards represented in my days of our brother was such as to reflect
Hon. R. W. Shaw returned Friday,
who
has
been
at
Camp
Devens
were
day afternoon and evening.
gone by. I guess they have got some credit upon our Order, and that his from Augusta and Washington county O. A. HOGGINS, Prin., Houlton, Me.
Misses Marion French and Winnie pained to learn of his death last week
of the same hav racks here that were memory will he fondly cherished in
from
pneumonia
following
an
attack
where he had legal business.
j
Logie have moved to Houlton with
the future history of this Lodge;
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stimson, Miss of Influenza.
RESOLVED—-That
a
copy
of
these
Fresh
Oysters
three
times
a
week
The good weather of the past few
In file D D tiie t Uourt of the United States
French is bookkeeping in Dr. Dickcovered
and
some
of
the
same
donResolutions
he
spread
the
re
upon
served in any style by Geo. Campbell,
for tlie North ern Division o f the
D is 
ison’s office and Miss Logie is clerk days is just what the farmers are look keys.
cords of this Lodge, that they be pub
ing for and are busily engaged har
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
ing in G. W. Richard’s Store.
successor
to
Russell,
Union
Sq.
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I am having a good time with my lished in the Aroostook Pioneer and
In the m atter o f
Loralne Cordrey, who is in the U. vesting their potatoes and'cleaning up
in the HOULTON TIMES, and a conv
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Smart, left Sat CJcMi-g,* <’.))> y White
In Banki uof. y
work. I have got a good place to
S. Naval service in Brooklyn, N. Y. their grain.
be forwarded to the wife of our de urday, for Bangor, where they will
B a n k r u p t.
arrived home, Monday, having missed
sleep and lots to eat, plenty of clothes ceased brother.
T o the crerditors of said G eorge <’«»11>>'
train connection at Bangor, and thus
visit friends for several days.
C. G. H I N T ,
W h i t e of
B rid g e w a te r
in the
county
being unable to arrive in time for the
The marriage of Miss Beatrice T.
Starkey's meat slicer just puts the of
T. B. CURRIE,
Aroostook.
and
District
at r e 
funeral of his brother, Geo. B. on Sun
Whitehead and James Claude Me
Committee on Resolutions finishing touch on smoked beef, bacon said, bankrupt.
day.
Arthur took place on Wednesday last,
N otice is hereby g ive n th at on the
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazeltine, Mr.
Rev. L. J. Alley officiating.
1st day of October, A. D. 1018 the said
and Mrs. Claude Ruth, Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. F. Thorne
Christian Science'Services held each Ge orge
<'<dby
W h i te
was
duly
Geo. Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Whereas it has pleased our Divine
Sawyer, Mrs. Harry Sawyer and Miss
Master to remove by death our late Sunday at 11 A. \I. Sincock Hall, Oct. adjudicated bankrup t; and that the Or-t
Carrie Sawyer attended the special
6th. Subject: "Unreality.”
All are m eetin g of creditors will be held at the
W. E. Mathews is busily engaged
brother. Charles F. Thorne, and
office of Udwin L. Vail, in Houlton. on
services at Hodgdon M. E. Church last filling out questionaires.
Whereas the relations held by our welcome.
the 10th day of October A. D. 1918 at
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Stimson motored
deceased brother with the members of
Permanent Muscular Strength can Id.On o'clock in the forenoon at with h
Mrs. David Graham received word to their new home in Waterville, re
this Lodge render it proper that we
tim e the said creditors
m ay
attend,
last week of the death of her grand cently.
should place on record our apprecia not exist where there is not blood prove their claims, appoint a trustee
son, Leon Graham, at a Camp in Vir
Mr. I. E. Ruth, formerly manager of
tion of his worth, therefore be it
strength. Young men giving atten exam ine the bankrupt and transact su< h
ginia. Leon was born in Hartland, N. Smyrna Mills Grange Store, is clerk
RESOLVED by Rockabema Lodge tion to muscular development should other business as m ay pro perly com e b e 
B. and was 27 years of age— was a i ing for-L. A. Barker & Co.
No. 78, 1. O. O. F. that we tender its
Hood’s Sarsapa- fore said meeting.
graduate of Ricker and worked around
Miss Alta Smith returned this week
heartfelt sympathy to the family of hear this in mind.
Da t e d at Houlton, < h -V 1st. 1018.
Houlton for a number of years. Burial from Bethel to take up her duties as
riila
gives
blood
strength
and builds
our late brother.
k d At n l . v a i l .
was in Butte, Montana, where the principal of the Station School.
RESOLVED that these resolutions up the whole system.
R e fe r e e in Bankruptt y
father, Mr. Will Graham and sister,
Mr. M. A. Wiley, travelling sales
he entered upon the records of our
Miss Helena Graham reside.
man for Parker & Thomas Co., of
Lodge, a copy of same he sent to the
Mr. Geo. Cordrey who died on Wed Portland, was registered at the Com
family of our deceased brother, and
nesday, September 25th at Camp Dev- mercial House, Tuesday.
that they he published in the HOUL
ens, aged £2, was born in Littleton.
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Tarbell accom
TON TIMES and the Aroos iok Pio
Funeral services held In Linneus Cor panied by a party of friends from
neer.
ner Church on Sunday afternoon, Rev. Smyrna Mills, attended the Liberty
C. G. LUNT.
Mrs. Florence Carver officiating. He Loan meeting here Saturday night.
T. B. CURRIE.
leaves t.o mourn, a father, who is a
Several thousand dollars worth of
.Committee on Resolutions
veteran of ':he Civil War, having serv Liberty Bonds have already been sub
ed 4 years, and a mother, Mrs. Alberta scribed for by the railroad men of
Cordrey, 4 sisters, Mrs. I. H. Davis Oakfield, many being anxious to he
|
Geo. H. W iggins
j
nd Mrs. Sindey Corey of Houlton; first in securing bonds of the Fighting
; Death has again entered our midst
Irs.
irs. Rosa Ross of Patten and Mrs 4th Liberty Loan.
and removed therefrom our esteemed j
McFadden of Smyrna; 3 brothers,
i
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Martin were the to keep warm, so what more could one brother, Geo. H. Wiggins.
Leslie of Houlton, Ray of Waterville, guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Martin ask for.
j A true and worthy Odd Fellow, ever
and Loralne, who is in the Navy at over Sunday. Mr. Martin leaves Tues
ready to assist in any way in the work
Have any of the boys left, home for of our Order, and for a number of
Brookline, New York, a grandmother, day for New York where he will join
Mrs. H. E. Hadley and other relatives the American Army, having recently camp Devens since I came away? You years the valued treasurer of Roeka- ]
and friends. Messrs. Firman Poppin, been called into limited service by the can tell all the hoys for me that are. benia Lodge.
j
Amos Bither, Maurice Stewart, Harry War Department, Mrs. Martin will re
taking part in this work, are the luck 1 And whereas this Lodge desires at
Stewart acted as pallbearers. Funer sile in Portland, Me.
this time to give suitable expression
iest men of all and they will not feel to its feelings in view of this sorrow- (
al was largely attended. Several flags
The Liberty Loan meeting held a<
were hanging in the church and the Martin’s Theatre on Saturday night sorry they belong to Uncle Sam’s fill event, therefore be it by us
(
service flag with pne gold star placed was well attended.
RESOLVED-'That, while mourning;
Arrangements army after they are in the service a
there by the death of Mr. Cordrey.
were made for the meeting by Mrs. while. I know it came very hard at under a deep sense of loss, we how in i
Walter E. Mathews, chairman of the first but they have* got to make the humble submission to the will of God. j
RESOLVED— That the members of
Women’s Liberty Loan Committee of
Rockabema Lodge No. 78, Independent
Oakfield. N. C. Martin presided at best of it.
How is Minard and what is he Order of Odd Fellows desire to tender
Mr. Edward Miller died at his home the meetng, first introducing Mrs.
in this town Sunday. Mr. Miller has Stella White of Houlton, chairman of doing? Tell him to write, also send to the bereaved family of our brother ,
our sympathy in this their hour of
been In failing health for some time, theWomen’s Liberty Loan Committee me his address.
sorrow, and to commend them to the
he leaves a wife and several children for Aroostook County, who spoke very
Has Arch been called yet?
Tell loving care of our Heavenly Father, j
interestingly on the war, and also
to mourn their loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of Waterville along lines of organization and instruc him the sooner he gets into this game j RESOLVED— That our Charter be J
who have t»een visiting Mr. and Mrs. tion in the important work which de the better it will he for him. I can't draped for thirty days, and that these !
( Resolutions be spread upon our re-1
B. E. Ramsey and other relatives in volves upon the town chairman of the
see where his people have got any
anv 'i cords, and a copy be sent to the fam-1
town tor the past week, returned to Women’s Committee. The next speak
|
er Introduced was Hon. R. W. Shaw chance to claim exemption for him if ilv of our deceased brother.
their home Thursday.
OUR
The community was saddened to who thrilled his hearers with a ring they could see this country here they
C. E. ATHfcRTON,
TO W N.
hear of the sudden death of Mrs. Car ing speech, bristling with patriotism, would say go.
GUY C. PORTER,
ter, wife of Rev. A. B. Carter, on Sun making an earnest appeal to the peo
HORACE G. BITHER,
I wish when you write me vou
day morning. Mrs. Carter has had ple to stand by the Government and
Committee on Resolutions
very poor health the past year but has answer the call for the Fighting
kept around most of the time, and Fourth Liberty Loan. Manv subscrip
drove to the village with Mr. Carter tions were made for Bonds immediate
“ T h is is w hat I take fo r a cough
ly at the close of the meeting.
on Saturday.
The Red Cross ladies will meet on
Tuesday afternoon in their new rooms
in the store formerly occupied by Pat Mr. and Mrs. John E. Vincent and
Walch and owned by B. S. Foster, who
child have returned home, after spend
has kindly let the Red Cross have it
for a work room, this is very conven ing the summer in Portland, where Mr.
ient and centrally located for all, and Vincent was employed in one of the
L et us see th at o u r b o y s a r e not fo rg o tte n .
we hope to see many new workers ship building yards.
meet with us.
Continued from page 1

SURROUNDING TOWNS

FROM THE BOYS
“OVER THERE”

OF LOCAL I N T E R E S T

LINNEUS

H o m e G u a rd

JOHNSON’S
LINIMENT

IMMUNE

RESOLUTIONS

NOW OPEN AN READY
FOR YOU

SMYRNA MILLS

CRYSTAL

OAKFIELD

S

MONTICELLO

from our boys in the trenches and
L ETTERS
from the women in canteen and other

or sore throat: Kemp’s Balsam. It
isn’t disagreeable, and you can de
pend upon it to give quick relief.
It’s guaranteed. I’ve used it for years
and always keep a bottle on hand.”
Sold by druggists everywhere.

LITTLETON
Mrs. Fred Floyd who was very

last week Is improving.
,

Walter D. Berry left Friday to resume his studies at Colby.
Mlsa Edna Briggs left Tuesday for
Waterville to enter Colby College.
Mrs. Roland Hovey of Houlton Is
visiting at the home of W. O. Briggs.
Wovd was received Monday of the
dentil of Albert Crawford at Camp

Devens.
Mr. George Durgin of Easton was a
recent guest at the home of Rev. H.
H. Cosman.
Mr. and Mrs. Weeks of Gardiner,
were guests last week, at the home of
L. P. Berry.
Leslie G. Perry of Wytopitlock, will
preach at the F. B. Church next Sun
day morning and evening.
Mr. Wilbur Robinson a member of
the National Army, stationed at Camp
Devens, Is home on a furlough.
Word has been received announcing
the critical illness of Alfred Crawford,
a member of the National Army, statoned at Pittsburg, Penn.
Mrs. Wilford Dickinson of Norridgewock, Me., Is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. J. A- Shaw. Mrs. Dickinson is a
former resident of Littleton and has
many friends who were glad to see
her.
Melvin Thompson an aged resident
of Littleton, died at the home of his
brother, Royal Thompson, on Sept.
22nd. Fur.eral services were held at
the home on Tuesday P. M. conducted
by.Rav. H. H. Cosman. Interment was
In the North Road cemetery in Little
ton.
Ralph Stone was taken very ill Sun
day night at the home of his brother,
Jamas Stone Jr. He was removed
Monday to the Aroostook Hospital
whovs ho was operated upon for ap
pendicitis, the operation was success
ful and ho is doing well.
11k I4ttJoton branch of the Red

Cross, idoiivorod to Southern Arops*

h im ?

Send to the publisher of this newspaper
whatever amount of money you can—5
cents or $50.00. We will publish a list
each week of those contributing, and the
ampunts contributed.

W e have the ag en cy for

in

If E verybod y in This

FISK AUTO TIRES

C ountry S a id :

and

Maximum Inner Tubes

to

Best on the m arket. W e carry
the best grades of Oils and G rease.
When you want the best call and
see us.
.
.
.
.

L A BARKER CO.
O A K F IE L D
Notice

of First Meeting of

Creditors

Iw the District Court of the United States
fer the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy
In the matter of
|
.John B. Worth
j
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.!
To tlie creditors of said John B.
Worth of Monticello in the <'“’.mty of
Aroostook and District aforsaid, bank
rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the
1st day of October, A. D. 1918 the said
John B. Worth was duly adjudicated
bankrupt and that the first meeting
of his creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on the 19th
day of October A. D. 1918 at 10.00 o’clock
o'clock in the forenoon, at which time
the said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before
said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, Oct. 1st. 1918.

EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

war work, all bring: to us the same message -SEND US NEWS FROM HOME.
World news is all right, but
BOYS
want NEWS OF THIS
They want
the home newspaper. Publishers are prevented
from sending their papers free to anyone, even
boys in the service. Consequently a national
movement has been started by Col. William
Boyce Thompson of New York, who is acting
as President of the Home Paper Service of
America to give the boys what they are calling
for. Every community is joining the movement.

W ho would
Win this W ar?
B u y Bonds to Y o u r
Utm ost
T h is advertisem ent is endorsed and paid for by J . K . Tarbell &
as part of their efforts to fight this w ar to a prompt
and victorious conclusion

Every cent received will be used to send
this paper to our boys at the front. If at
the end of the war, there is any surplus, it
will be turned over to the local Red Cross
Committee.

There is no profit in this to the publisher—
even in normal times, subscriptions are not sold
at a profit. With war prices prevailing, and the
high rate of-postage on papers sent to France,
our cost will scarcely be covered by our full
subscription price.
Remember that over in France, some brave
soldier or sailor from this town—perhaps even
some splendid woman working within sound of
the guns— is depending on you to “KEEP THE
HOME LOVE KINDLED.”
They are calling to YOU from “ Over There
GIVE. WHAT YOU CAN
In response to the article published going across each week for Co. L
in a recent issue regarding sending
it any one feels as though they
papers to the boys in France five pap would like to give any amount for this
ers are now going.
purpose it will be gladly received at
During the recent War Savings the TIMES office, and when $1.5o has
Stamp sale, three young ladies, Miss been reached a paper will be sent.
Eleanor
Wilkins, Miss D o r o t h y
If anyone wishes to send the TIMES
and Elelen Burleigh, who had charge to any special person they may do so
Sons of a booth in Union Square received I by sending or bringing in $1.50.
in small donations, less than enough j Next to a letter from home the
to buy a stamp, which, amounting to! TIMES is the most welcome thing a
$6.95, they turned in for papers for the person can send, and it does not re
boys “ over there.” This amount was quire the O. K. of the commanding of
increased so that 5 papers are now ficer.
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500.000. 000 long coat and high laced shoes, came “Cheeken."
Philadelphia
8 1-3
marine. Upon completion, it will be will be unerringly pointed at him.”
The American roared.
San Francisco
6 7-10 402.000. 000 along.
The Frenchman jerked his
the largest, most efficient and modern
Six Billions Set For Fourth Loan
280.000.000 head toward her, looked knowingly at “You don’t speak English, you speak
4 2-3
Richmond
merchant fleet in the world.
The
The American people will be asked St. Louis
4
260,000,000
1-3
the American, and said triumphantly: American.”
Six billion dollars Is the minimum wharves and terminal facilities we are ^ subscr,be fn the neJt three wecks
Kansas City
4 1-3
260,000,000
*m<ront which the people of the Uni construct ng n
mer ca or
the greatest loan in all history,
3 1-2
210, 000,000
^
annmmce(1 Minneapolis
ted States are expected to subscribe commodatlon of this merchant narme
Atlanta
*
192.000. 000
3 1-5
lor the fourth Liberty loan, according are an essen a par o
■
’ c
that the amount of this— the fourth
2 MO 126.000. 000
to an announcement by William G. Me merce after the war wi l be facilitated |
v ,oan_ w)11 „ e
, 6.000.0(w.0uo Dallas
by
these
great
national
undertakings,
Adoo, secretary of the treasury, in an
*
, .
..
the bonds will bear 414 per cent, in
A Polite R etort
.
...
.
. „(
address outlining the government’s land the money used for the purpose
,
,
.
. . ' terest and will mature in 2b vears.
Traffic
Cop—
“ Come on! What’s the
^
A
. ‘
v
plan for the campaign which started Is an investment of immeasurablei
mu with the government resrvmg the matter with you?"
value to the American people.
The ;
... ..
. Saturday.
.,
,
,
'right to pay them in 15 vears it it
Truck Driver- "I'm
well.
thanks,
1
The share alloted the New York fed loans to the allied governments are
O l G C l S
but. me engine's dead "
’
. . . . . . .
eral reserve district is $1,800,000,000, represented by obligations of great j "
... . .,
In making public these final details
.
or 30 per cent, of the greatest loan nations who will in time repay them. . . . . . . . .
English in France
„ ,
coo coo *
• lOt the loan the treasury also gave out
,
..
yet offered. The loan, which will bear Out of the $30,000,000,000 of appropriaA French soldier who came proudly
. . .
.
.. ;the quotas each federal reserve ilis.
4M per cent, interest, will run for 20 tions made by the Congress tor the
_ *
,
, , . .. .
tnct is expected to subscribe and from up to an American in a certain head
years, maturing Oct. 15, 1938, unless fiscal year 1919 it is Probable that
h
th„ sharp „ f „ arh quarters town the other day, asked:
the government should exercise its 000.000.000 t » $9,000,009,000 will w ,
ro|)n(jr_
ba,n|„,
“ You spik French?”
reserved right to redeem the bonds present loans to the allied govern-j
.
1
„
portionments lor states and smaller
“ No,” answered the American, “ not
on or after Oct. 15, 1923.
ments and expenditures for ships,
.....
....
. . . . . .
Searsport, Maine
,
subdivisions will be worked out bv dis- yet."
shlpyards.
docks,
w
aivts
am
o
1
|
|rit
t
organizations
and
announced
Criticises the W ealthy
The Frenchman smiled complacent
facilities which wiM Ik- salvaged
j wlthill a tew (|ays
th(. ly. “ Aye speak Eengleesh," he said.
Asserting that without this vast sum
the
Ametican
poop
t
.
j
campaign
opens,
a
moment
after
next
The American grinned and the French
“we cannot lick, the Kaiser ” the ,secWhy
Everybody
Should
Buy
(Friday
midnight,
every
community
man looked about for some means to
retery made a special appeal lor the
Asserting that “ everybody should ( may know what goal it will have to show his prowess in the foreign ton
subscriptions
of corporations and
reach to gain the coveted honor flag. gue. At that moment a French girl,
wealthy individuals, as returns from buy bonds," Mr. McAdoo continued:
“ Wages and salaries are higher in
In assigning quotas the treasury very mutt and trim in her peaked hat.
the third Liberty loan indicated that
NOTICE TO
wealthy corporations and persons of America today than ever before in its j took into consideration unusual conlarge means had not responded "com- history. Those who spend everything ' ditions either of prosperity or of busiHEALTHY BOWELS
mensurately with their ability to thev earn are not only living in a j ness hardships, as well as the bank\ini--1 cut hs o f h u ma n si ckness,
from
iielp." He pointed out that of the 18.- fool’s paradise, but they are doing a jin g resources of each district,
i n f a n c y to old age. c o m e s f r o m s t o ma c h
000,000 Americans who subscribed for grievous injury to their country. They j New York, with its big financial in- o r b o w e l s Itcing out o f order.
He a d a c h e s , ti r ed f e e l i ng,
nervous d e 
the last loan only 22.500, including cor are living in a fool’s paradise because j terests and corporation headquarters,
pressi on, we a k n e s s .
spots
before
the
porations, bought bonds in excess of the same degree of prosperity cannot ' is asked to raise $l,S00,0()(i,0oi>, or 50 rye s , had br eat h. s l eepl essness, i r r i t a 
w
.A
umsassKasress?
$ 10, 000.
be expected to continue upon the re- ! per cent, of the total,
bi l i ty, d i zzi ne ss , and m a n y o t h e r s i gns
• “It would be pre posterous.’’ he said, turn of peace, when the inevitable j The Chicago districts quota is plac- o f s i cknes s stop, if you treat the s t o m 
“to say that there are only 22,500 men, readjustments of all industries must ; ed at HV 2 per cent, and Cleveland at ac h and b o w e l s r i g h t and get t h e m into
w o r k i n g order.
women and corporations in America!take place; and they are doing their ; 10 per cent. Dallas, partly because of
T h e
p r e s c r i p t io n , k n o w n
a s
I >r. T r u e ' s
able to lend more than $10,000 to their j country a grievous injury because it its recent droughts in t.he Southwest, K i i . v i r , h a s d o n e w o n d e r s f o r s i e k p e o 
p le ,
m e n ,
w
m e n
;im l
e l l l d l ' e l l , 1) ■ c a u s e
government on Liberty bonds.’’
is only by saving that we can provide is asked for oulv 2 1-10 per cent.
it i s t h e o n e
' f i n a l l y t l ; i t >•ou e :m 1 e l v 011
Following are the quotas and per
Mr. McAdoo also condemned the ,our government with the money which
t o s e t
t il i n g
a n d
r i y l i t in t h e s t o m a r l
practice of “ swindlers and unserupu-jjt must have to buy the essential sup- centages of the1 total by federal re i ) o w e i s .
w
ions and unpatriotic people” who, j plies for our military forces.
Every serve districts:
Sold by a
< ln ifo ? is ts.
little, 1
b i g o r
; s
1i n i L T E r i s t s .
a
n i l ■. a r e
Percentage
Amt. e v e r y w h e r e .
“contrary to the urgent request of the (dollar saved now and invested in Lib- Dist.
t< > s u b - j
30
$1 ,800,000,000 \ c r y h o n e s t , T h e y d c not t r y
treasury department, had induced jerty bonds will be worth much more New York
s t i t u t e somt
lillK
e ls ■ fo r
T l tie ’s j
D r .
Chicago
14 1-2
870,000.000 Llixir, o c e a n ISe t h e y k t i 1w i t s
holders of Liberty bonds to exchange I when peace comes again,
l*,s *
' n i ne . )
them for stocks or investments of J
Cleveland
10
600,000.000 . M a n y d r u g g 1 * s
u s e
it
11
their
own 1
doubtful value."
j
0 n |y 0 n e A rgum ent Needed
Poston
8 1-.'!
500,000.000 fa m i l i i
He pointed out that these operations j “ I was asked not long ago what arforced the treasury to buy the bonds |guments could be made for the fourth
thus thrown on the market, in order Liberty loan. I replied immediately,
to protect the market and the credit i ‘ Pershing and our heroes in France!’
of the government.
jNo other argument is necessary. The
“Thus the treasury’s available re , American people know and feel the
sources from the loan,” he declared, (need of those men and are prepared
“are depleted and forced in unworthy, to go the limit to supply that need.
(
channels, oftentimes in wildcat enter- j “ Who is not thrilled by what Pershprises, to the injury of the American ing and his glorious men have done
people and to the detriment of the war. already upon the field of battle? These
We must create a healthy public opin untrained freemen of democracy have
ion which will reprehend such prac met the vetran fighters and the best
tices. W e must provide the machinery trained soldiers of autocracy and have
and means through which those who vanquished them, not by foul means,
Uncle Sam says $10,000 for his sold
They have alhave to sell their bonds may H$> so 1but by fair fighting.
fr
II
not cure a
e of the largest
iers and sailors, many of them with
and get the highest possible price for i ready demonstrated that the power of
nrouiK
tier
?
Our herd is
out dependents. What about you, Mr.
them, while at the same time protect- j righteousness and of democracy is irFamily Man, with only one or two
lng the Innocent investor.”
resistible; that the doom of alitrocracy
tuberculin tested each year, never have had a reaction.
We
thousand of Life Insurance, some few
is sealed and the day of reckoning
Investment of Untold Value
hold tile N^.v hhighuu! record f o r ,J u ni o r three year old and
without anv?
near at hand.
Applauded by a crowd which filled
the
State record o u r all breeds and ages, also the third
T h in k
it over— Inform ation
Gladly
A m erican Parade in B erlin
Carnegie Ifall, New York. Mr. McAdoo
uiuis of butter in
largest tairty dnv \\ ^rh: re ; ■: : : : 7 ■; 1
--------------------- Furnished ------said in part:
| “ What we must do in America is to
"The treasury of the United States (keep the pressure high. Now that we
thirty d ays for a J u n i o r three year old).
.
.
.
.
N. C. E S T A B R O O K
asks the American people to subscribe j have the Kaiser and his brutal hordes
Frisbie Block
HOULTON, MAINE
to the fourth Liberty loan $6,000,000,- on the run, let us not relax efforts but
I’hone
343-11
000. This money is needed to carry intensify the way to win surely and
on the war. W e cannot lick the Kais quickly. That is the way to eliminate
Special Agent
er without It.
We cannot restore the Rhine: that is the way to open an
NEW
ENG LAND
M UTUAL
L IF E
peace to the world and re-establish American parade on Unter den Linden.
IN S U R A N C E CO.
liberty and democracy without it. The
“ No man can shirk his duty without
Boston,
Mass.
huge amounts expended by America incurring the just reprehension of pubin this war are not wholly used for lie opinion,” concluded the secretary,
destructive purposes. Great sums are ( “ The acid test will be applied and the
used for constructive work which will shirker, whether from military serbe of permanent value to the Ameri-, vice, or in the field of labor, or in the
D a v id s o n , M a in e
can people.
,
. ranks of the wealthy, will be unable
“We are building a great merchant to withstand the finger of scorn which

< 4 1 1 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

TO ‘LICK KAISER’

PIGS
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4 lo 6 weeks old—$6.00 each
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A Soldier Facing Death For You

m o u lt

^ t+O f - W H <p R jl 7~

Somewhere in France today, at this very minute, there is
soldier looking straight into the face of death.
H e is doing this for

you.

W hen you think of that man don’t you want to do some
thing to prove that you appreciate what he is doing for you?
O f course you do.

B y night and day, in storm, in rain, in cold and gloom,
fa rin g a hundred deaths he never hesitates a minute but does
Jii» duty without a thought of hesitation and without a thought
i<of reward.

Liberty Bondi which will

&

help to safeguard him and to bring 1

him back home.
After

you

have bought all you can tell your friends to do

the same.
Bey Liberty Bonds Today
Any Bank W ill Help Yon

W hat ate you doing for him toddy?
*• "-tfr* J

Then act on your desire and buy

This Space Contributed to Winning die War by
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ON THE FIRING-LINE WITH A
HOT-WATER HEATER

the hot-water system where trouble [ the morning. The householder should
may be located, particularly in case o f ' study his own particular plant and try
a freeze-up. Very little loss of water to arrange his time of firing aecordingCoal la the foundation of the na occurs in a well-installed hot-water ■ly. Some hot-water heaters have been
tion’s war-work. Every pound wasted heating system, but it can always be operated by householders for two
Is just so much weakening of that replenished if this occurs by eonnec- days in ordinary weather on one
foundation. Without coal thewheels I tion with the hot-water supply or by charge of coal. It is therefore very
Of Industry can not be turned. Coal refilling the tank.
j possible for any householder to oper1s power. It is heat and light,
and
Each hot-water heater is equipped, ate his heater except in the most
yet, since it has been so easy to oh- ; with what is known as an altitude j severe weather by firing not oftener
tain, the householder has not realized <.age. This altiude gage is usually , than every eight hours. Another very
the value of nature's greatest gift.
'quipped with two indicators, one | important feature of the hot-watm*
W AR TA KE S M E N — Miners arc nameled red
and the oher black. The Jsystemis the danger of accumulation
bein taken from the mines to fight in: red indicator is stationaryand was; of air in the radiators. Each radiator
France; war-industries have tripled set by the heating contractor who in- is equipped with what is known as an
their coal consumption, the industries stalled the heater. The red indicator |air-vent. usually equipped with a
which operated eight hours a day are ' will always show the amount of water small key.
running twenty-four hours per day, that is required for your heating sysy ()U should open tin* air-vents of all
usin three times as much coal. A re- tern. The black needle, which is mov- ra<iiators at h ast once a week, startcord output is coming from the mines, able, shows the amount of water in ! inK at th(, pirst floor and then going
but the available supply which it is the system; thus it is always possible I (0 tlu, floors above.
It is a simple
possible to mine and ship must be to know exactly the amount of water inatter to take an ordinary teacup and
husbanded so that not a pound is you have and the amount required. aft(>r opening the vent hold it under j
wasted. The United States Fmd Ad- if the black indicator-needle drops be- ( ju, V(,nt unfjj water starts to flow. ;
ministration is bending every effort low the red one. water must be added Th(> householder will probably find '
to supply sufficient coal to keep every until both occupy the same relative there will be a rush of air escaping at
house holder warm next winter.
position on the gage.
first, then the air will apparently stop,
The Fuel Administration can not do Hot-water heaters are equipped also but no water will flow. This is because
it alone, you. Mr. Coal Consumer, with hot-water thermometers.
The there is not sufficient water in the
must work with us—There will be suf- function of the hot-water thermometer system to force out the additional air.
ficient coal to keep every household is to show the temperature of the The Householder should then go to his
warm only if every consumer watches water at the heater. The main differ- water-supply connection in the c e l l a r
carefully the amount he is using and ence between the hot-water system and turn on aditional water, remem
tries his best to conserve wherever and the steam system is this the hot- bering, however, that cold water
possible. This week it is our inten- water system is more flexible and can should never be turned into the svstion to treat particularly the subject be much more readily operated at a ((M1] wlien tjie temperature is above
of hot-water systems, and to outline , low temperature in spring and fall, ,11)0 degrees at the' heater, as the sudto householders having such a svs- instead of opening and shutting rad- j don contact with the cold water is
tem insatlled in their homes a few iators to govern room temperatures, Jliable to crack a heater section,
simple suggestions designed to give as isneeessary in the case of the
j The radiator which is half full of air
them sufficient information so that steam system, you can leave the1 radiwill do only half the heating work for
they may be able to examine their iator open all the time and regulate
which it is designed. In most cases
own individual heating-plants and the heater itself according to the
.house-holders having a hot-water heatoperate them successfully.
weather.
i ing system who complain that the rad
The basis of hot-water heating as
With a hot-water heating system
iator is not large enough to heat the
differentiated from steam heating is do not shut off a radiator to cool a
|room will find that if this radiator is.
that both the heater itself and the room, but shut off the heater—With
thoroughly relieved of air, it will heat ;
radiators are filled v ith water. Whe 1 hot-water heating any radiator terntin1 room easily. It is not advisable to j
heat is applied to the water-surfaces, perature may be maintained from a
turn off a hot-water radiator even in 1
the water becomes warm, it expands barely perceptible warmth to about
sleeping-rooms where the radiator is j
and starts to circulate throughout the 170 degrees.
Since the hot-water
located near a window which is uspipes and radiators, the cold water heating system contains a large body
uallv open at night. A felt radiator,
flowing back to the heater, replacing of water, a change of temperature is
slip-cover which fits a radiator as an ,
the Warm water, which rises and eir- slow. One can not get heat as quiekumbrella-cover fits an umbrella can |
culates through the radiators.
As ]v as with warm air or steam, but on
be easily made or readily purchased to j
every one knows, water expands when the other hand, the system cools very
place over radiators that are not in
heated apd correspondingly increases slowly an;! is well adapted to maintain
use; or it may be used at night in j
Its volume. Every hot-water heating a more even heat in the house at
sleeping-rooms: this will allow free ,
system, therefore, is provided with night.
r,he house-holder operating j
circulation of water by preventing j
what is known as an expansion-tank, his heater should bear this fact in
contact of cold air with the radiator j
This tank is located in the house, mind. The heater must be open near
and the consequent cooling and loss
usually in the attic or above the high- ly an hour before considerable inof heat.
est radiator, with an outlet from the crease in temperature in the radiator j
tank to a drain or to the roof.
The is to be expected and should be ' To summarize, if you have a hotfunction of the expansion-tank is to checked z half-hour before' the rooms water heating system, you must retake care of the additional volume of are fully warmed.
1member the functions of the expan- :
I
water, as this volume is increased
jn
weather with a hot-water , sion-tank, altitude gage, air vents, the ;
1
1
when the water isheated.
i system it is not advisable to shut off importance of keeping sufficient wat ■
! *
I
'
Be sure that your hot-water system the heat completely at night or allow er jn
system, and inadvisability
is filled with water to the bottom of the heate • temperature to become too 1 ,. ,,mnnl(lt.llv 1 1 .:
f,
fi .
f j
this expansion-tank— The tank is 11s- low, since when you allow the house1 ,
j
ually
equipped with a gage-glass to cool down to 20 degrees or m o i v ’ " ' ^ 11, ^
’ llvt s<) I!H1< ^ 1)1011 i
which will show the amount of water. during the night you require just so (,()al to heat up the house again the
This tank is frequently the place in much more coal to heat it up again in next morning.
j

J

j

j

Every Day These Boys are
Doing This for Us!

Look at this picture. Compare it with your job
today. For whom are these boys fighting ? Not
for themselves; they may not be here tomorrow,
and they know it. They're fighting for us!
Would we be worth it if we failed to back them
to the limit ?
Could you look yourself in the face if the Governmeat called in vain for a dollar you could lend ?

j

The fourth issue Liberty Loan is called “ The Fighting Fourth.”
\our lig h t in g ; dollars for our valiant fighting men.
Buy “ Fighting Fourth” Liberty Bonds and urge
your friends to do the same.

j

Buy today at any bank —cash or instalments
—

Line up

Save to Buy
and
Buy to Keep

Liberty Loan Committee of New England

This A d C ontributed b y S w ift & C om pany

Mighty Unpleasant Work, this

have you heard of any Yan
kee soldier shirking his job?
Hardly! The things our boys have
done “over there,” both at the front
and behind the lines, make us rejoice
in the fact that we are Americans.
gUT

Every Patriot Thrilled!

b u y that
liberty bond

The Fighting Fourth

Save
to
Buy
Buy
to
Keep

Deeds of valor, of heroism, of love, by our boys “over there”
are thrilling every American heart.
The Huns fear the Yankees because they have discovered that
our boys never know when they're whipped!
We must prove our own mettle at home. We must cease living
an idle life of luxury! Our money,till it hurts, must back up our
soldiers and sailors.
The Prussian Beast is furious because he knows he'll be licked
in the end. Our good American dollars put into
Liberty Loan by the millions will bring peace quickly. America’s
job i$ to win the war.
B uy th e w ay th e boys in France fight — to th e utm oi

Save to B uy
and
B uy to K eep

Buy today — at any bank — cash or
instalments

Liberty Loan Committee
of New England

(l

When they get the report of the present
“ Liberty Loan Drive” will they, too, rejoice?
They will if we do our manifest duty, and
“ice” includes you, as well as all the rest of us.
The fourth issue Liberty Loan is “The Fight
ing Fourth.” We can't all join the boys in
bayonet work, but—

We can at least back ’em to the
last ditch” with our “fighting dollars.”
Buy bonds the way our boys in France fight —to the utmost
Buy today —at any bank —cash or instalments

Liberty Loan Committee of New England

n

This A d Contributed b y First N ation al B an k

This A d Contributed by H oulton Savings B an k

Buy Liberty Bonds Today-It’s Your Swat at the Kaiser

